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ABSTRACT 

An alternative approach to conventional geometric based computer aided design 

systems is presented. Within this new approach manufacturing modes are used as the 

primary input to the design process. By directly actuating a simulation of machine 

tools and displaying the response of the material to this machine action, 

manufacturing constraints are captured at the design stage. Both manufacturing and 

design data can be generated concurrently, leading to a reduction in prototyping 

development lead times. 

Geometric and physical models of the manufacturing process are combined through 

the development of an interaction rule base to form a manufacturing simulation of the 

bending and forming process. These interaction rules interpret interactions of the 

geometric models and automatically generates constraints information required by the 

finite element engine, which performs the physical modelling task, and allows it to 

be fully embedded. 

Design trials are presented in which designers successfully used the design by 

manufacturing simulation approach to design metallic fastenings significantly faster 

than the traditional computer aided design approach. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.0 The need 

"The goal of Western industrial and service organisations is to make money now as 

well as in the future". Goldratt 1986 [1]. 

In order to achieve these objectives, manufacturing companies must satisfy customer 

demand with a product which is considered "good value for money", at the desired 

time. This places demands on companies to produce a greater variety of goods at 

a higher level of quality, at the same or reduced cost, in smaller quantities, and 

in less time. 

1.1 Problem definition 

The adoption of Computer aided engineering (CAE) techniques by manufacturing 

industries has lead to great improvements in product quality, due in part to the use 

of more reliable computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines and computer 

integrated manufacturing techniques (elM) [2]. Flexible manufacturing systems 

(FMS) have reduced economic batch quantities and increased productivity [3]. 

Despite these benefits, design development lead times have not been dramatically 

reduced. Indeed productivity in the automotive industry increase by 33 % from 1980 

to 1990 yet lead times have only reduced by 4% in the same period. [4] 

We must ask the question "Why do conventional CIM approaches not deliver 

significant lead time reductions ?". 

1 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.2 Concurrent Engineering: a new approach 

The objective of Concurrent Engineering, (CE) is to reduce product development lead 

times by removing the traditional barriers between departments. The main principal 

of this approach is the assembly of multidisciplinary teams of engineers to work 

together on the development of a product. In this way manufacturing constraints can 

be considered during the design phase, which reduces the problem of the iterative 

redesign loops with their attendant waiting times. 

Associated with CE is the effective passing of partial information sets between the 

members of a team or the individual departments. For instance, a sub-assembly can 

be passed onto the process planner for coding before the whole assembly has been 

designed. 

The sub-assembly itself can be broken down into manufacturing features, thus as a 

feature of an assembly is designed, so it can be coded. This is a similar approach to 

feature based design where the process plan is created as the component is being 

designed. 

Hence in order to achieve the principals of CE the product design, associated 

manufacturing processes and all other elements of the product life cycle must be 

produced concurrently. A.comparison of the sequential manufacturing system with 

partial and completely concurrent engineering systems can be seen in figure 1.1. The 

effect known as "scarfing" can be seen in the partial CE system, the angle inclination 

of the task boundaries gives a measure of the level of concurrency in a system. 

It has been reported that in order to consider downstream processes at the design 

stage, manufacturability or producibility should be used as the primary design 

constraint [5] [6]. In this way only producible designs are detailed, which produces 

a far smaller solution set to be explored than the set of feasible functional designs [7]. 

Cutkosky [6] has suggested that simulating manufacture would provide a means of 

considering the manufacturability of a product in the detail design phase. 

2 
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Figure 1.1 Levels of concurrency 
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This concept was explored by Schmitz [5], with "Virtual CE" in which a computer 

environment is used to generate process planing and fixturing data. In their system 

manufacturing features are extracted from a solid model of a preliminary design. 

Manufacturability rules are then applied to produce a process plan, which is then used 

to simulated the machining action. Inherently, these systems have essentially a 

pipeline structure, starting with geometric design and moving towards simulation of 

manufacture. 

The limitations of existing CAD and computer aided process planning (CAPP) 

systems is that they have automated a sequential task and are therefore themselves 

constrained to produce manufacturing data sequentially. They also require a 

geometric design solution as the primary input and hence c,an not be used as a 

conceptual design tool. They are unable to utilise partial data sets to make decisions 

during the design process and they only produce machine control data, which is just 

one element of the manufacturing data set. Where as, costing, scheduling, testing, 

stock requirement and lead time data are also required before a customer can place 

an order. 

3 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

If instead of using manufacturing simulation as a verification tool it were to be used 

as a design tool, then the design data (in the form of a geometric model) and the 

manufacturing data, (in terms of machine tool motions) could be generated 

simultaneously. Indeed if the full set of manufacturing data required to produce the 

part were produced, then it should be possible to replay the simulation on the actual 

machine tool and manufacture the part. This thesis investigates and develops this 

technique which we will call "Design by Manufacturing Simulation" (OMS) [8]. 

1.3 Objectives of research work 

Statement of thesis: 

"The design by manufacturing simulation methodology can be used as a means of 

detail design and allows the concurrent generation of manufacturing data, leading 

to reduced product development lead times. " 

The steps taken to substantiate this are:-

a) Explore methods of representing the motions and behaviour of production tools and 

materials. 

b) Integrate a geometric model of machines and tools with a physical model of 

materials. 

c) Produce the manufacturing data required for a customer to place an order for the 

designed part. 

d) Provide the designer with a computer aided design package which utilises the 

constraints of manufacturing processes, to produce all the necessary data to re

produce an artifact during the design phase, and in this way drastically reduce product 

development lead times. 

4 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

e) Carry out design trials to establish if the DMS approach can be used by an 

experienced designer to carry out detail and conceptual design tasks. 

1.4 System architecture 

Input Interface 

Machine 
Constraints 

Store 

Forming Machin. 

Sequence 
Store 

Geometric Model 

Interaction Rule Base 

IF POINT(X(N} + 1} = 10 THEN 

IF POINT(X(N} - 1} = 10 THEN 
IF POINT(X(N) • 1) AND POINT 
IF IN$ = AXI$(T.N} THEN NOD 

IF INDEX(T.N} = MINOR(T.N} TH 

IF CLAMP = 1 THEN NODAL 

Finite Element Engine 

Data Calculators 

Costing 
Lead Times 
Testing 
Scheduler 

Handling 

Figure 1.2 Design by Manufacturing Simulation System Architecture 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The manufacturing application chosen is that of the production of automotive metallic 

fastenings, which are produced from sheet metal strips through the process of 

blanking and forming. This application requires not just a geometric representation 

of the manufacturing process but also a representation of the physical response of the 

material during forming. The DMS system architecture consists of a geometric 

model, a physical model, a constraint model and a set of manufacturing data 

calculators and is shown in figure 1.2. The geometric model is represented by a 

simple 2D wire frame, the physical model of material response is a represented by 

a finite element (FE) model, and the data calculators produce their data in the 

collaborating companies specific format. Interaction and motion control data is 

captured within the geometric modeller, the interaction rule base determines the FE 

nodal constraints which are sent to the FE engine, and stores the axis inputs for 

replay on the machine tool. Before the cycle is rerun the manufacturing data 

calculators determine the lead time, costing and scheduling information. 

1.5 Summary of contents 

In chapter 2 literature is reviewed in the area of computer aided process planning for 

both machined and formed components. The principles of generative and variant 

process planning are explained. Examples of manufacturing simulation as a means 

of design are given and the implications of this approach in fulfilling the objectives 

of concurrent engineering are discussed. 

In chapter 3 the mechanics of the forming process are explored, various methods of 

representing forming as a physical model, which include finite element analysis, beam 

theory, bend allowance and curve fitting, are compared. Geometric representation and 

motion simulation techniques are discussed. Commercial graphical simulators are 

investigated, including GRASP, CNCPlus and SmartCam. Weighting techniques are 

used to determine a suitable combination of geometric and physical modelling 

techniques. A suitable system for design by manufacturing simulation is identified. 

6 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 sets out to describe the development, function and operation of the design 

by manufacturing simulation system. The construction of a wire frame modeller with 

its attendant object indexing and interaction detection modules is described. An 

automatic finite element meshing system is reported. An interaction rule base 

developed as an interface between the finite element and wire frame models is 

described. Finally the problems of editing replaying stored machine motions are 

investigated. 

In chapter 5 the use of parallel processing techniques are explored, using transputer 

technology to reduce the processing time of the finite element method. The levels of 

parallelism within the finite element method are identified and the results of 

implementing these concept in terms of processing time reductions are reported. 

Chapter 6 describes the design and implementation of an experiment to determine the 

capability of the Design by Manufacturing Simulation (DMS) approach by allowing 

a designer to perform detailing design and conceptual design tasks. The duration of 

these tasks is recorded and compared with mean prototyping times of the existing 

system. The designer's reaction to the system and his suggestions for improvement 

are also presented. 

In chapter 7 we investigate the reasons for the prototyping lead time reductions 

reported in chapter 6. The production and format of manufacturing data output is 

described. The concept of concurrent data generation is discussed and a method of 

measuring the levels of concurrency is developed. Possible reasons for the 

discrepancy between maximum theoretical lead time reductions and those actually 

achieved are put forward. 

In chapter 8 Conclusions are drawn and the contribution of the system is assessed in 

terms of other research work. Limits of application are explored and 

recommendations for further work are made. The computational requirements and 

cost of a fully developed system are given. 

7 



Chapter 2 A Review or Literature 

CHAPTER 2 A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.0 Introduction to chapter 2 

In this chapter literature is reviewed in the area of computer aided process planning 

for both machined and formed components. The principles of generative and variant 

process planning are explained. Examples of manufacturing as a means of design are 

shown and the implications of this approach in fulfilling the objectives of concurrent 

engineering are explored. 

2.1 Process planning: Evolution of the task 

Prior to the industrial revolution if a farmer required an earth inverting implement he 

would approach the village Blacksmith and explain his requirements. With his expert 

knowledge of equipment, material, and process limitations, the blacksmith would 

produce a device which would satisfy the specification of his customer. If his first 

attempt failed then he would either modify it or manufacture a new one. At the end 

of this process the farmer would walk away satisfied with his new plough. 

As products demanded by the customer became more complex, or the number of 

components became larger, so the task of design and manufacture became too 

complex for a single person. With increased complexity of products or product mix 

so other functions became dedicated such as stock control and costing. Eventually 

the task of design and manufacture became so distinct that others were required to 

interface or translate between them and this became known as the process planning 

function. 

2.1.1 A definition of process planning 

Process planning has been defined as "the systematic determination of the methods 

by which a product is to be manufactured economically and competitively" [9]. A 

process planner interprets the designer's part description, in terms of drawings with 
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Chapter 2 A Review or Literature 

annotation, and determines from his knowledge of processes and constraints the best 

route and sequence of operations to perform on a given work piece to convert it to 

the required finished condition. Computer aided process planning refers to the 

attempted automation of this task through the application of computer technology. 

2.2 Computer Aided Process Planning, CAPP 

The first Numerically Controlled (NC) machine tools were developed at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1952 using a servo operated copying 

mill. A language was developed to program these machines called Automatic 

Programmed Tool (APT) by Ross in 1958 [10]. APT is a graphical programming 

language based on the assembly of cutter paths from the intersections of specified 

lines and circles, this input is then automatically converted to point to point NC data 

stored on paper tape. By 1975 there were an number of geometric design 

representation packages. Braid of Cambridge University [11] described six of these 

systems: TIPS; SHAPES; PADL; BUILD; EUCLID and GEOMED. All six of these 

systems allow the user to assembly three dimensional surface models by Boolean 

combinations of geometric primitives and hence tool path geometries were no longer 

used as the primary input, as in the APT language. A different approach was that of 

developed by Gossard (1975) at MIT [12]. He described a system which used hand 

cranks as analog input devices to manipulate a model of a tool on the screen, and 

displayed the effect of a cut on a blank, he called this "Part Programming By Doing". 

Two new systems called CAPP [13] and MIPLAN [14] were reported in 1976 and 

1980. Unlike the previous approaches described by Braid, these systems used a 

Group Technology coding and clarification system which allowed the planner to 

retrieve process plans for similarly coded parts and to edit that plan or to modify a 

standard family part plan, based on the principals of cellular manufacture. 

This represented a variant approach to process planning, whereas the APT system of 

Ross and those described by Braid represented a generative approach. By 1989 Alting 

[9] reported in his review of CAPP systems that there were 156 process planning 

packages of which 79 were variant based, the rest being generative or a combination 

of both. 

9 



Chapter 2 A Review of Literature 

2.2.1 Variant process planning 

The variant process planning approach is based on the assembly of previously 

defined part programs usually associated with a manufacturing or design feature, such 

as a shank, boss, slot, hole or thread. The advantage of this approach is its speed 

and simplicity and that an entirely new process plan does not have to be developed 

and tested for each design. The individual part programs represent best practice and 

are a means of storing knowledge. This approach lends itself to automation either 

through design coding or feature extraction. 

The variant process planning approach does have a number of disadvantages. If a 

new part is required that does not fit into an existing family, or requires a feature 

which is not defined as a part program, an expert process planner is required to 

generate either a new feature part plan or a new family plan. Also changes in 

equipment may lead to database maintenance problems. The major criticism from 

designers is that it constrains them to use only standard features or work within 

designated family limits. The variant approach is best suited to the design and process 

planning of a group or family of products where the conceptual design task is 

minimised but the configuration design task is maximised. This variant approach was 

developed to a level where the manufacturing features could be used as the descriptive 

language, (the part plans associated with them being assembled to form the process 

plan), and became known as feature based design [14]. 

2.2.2 The Generative approach 

The genetative approach to process planning is so called because it generates a new 

process plan for each design. The plan is not formed from pre-specified part 

programs, a new plan is generated directly from graphical or dialogue input. The 

APT programming language is a good example of a generative process planner as is 

Gossard's analogic approach. The systems described by Braid are all geometric model 

generators. Geometric model generators are used to generate information which can 

be automatically turned into tool path information, however such geometric systems 

do not contain technological information: for example a hole feature in a geometric 

10 
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model holds marginal manufacturing information, the hole can be produced by a 

variety of techniques; drilling; machining (circular interpolation); flame cutting or 

even stamping. The manufacturing process used will depend on factors such as 

accuracy, surface finish and cost. In order to introduce this information feature 

extraction techniques were used. 

2.2.3 Feature based design 

GEAR 

,-~-

[ '" 
, " 
, " 

FLANGE 

/ 
o 

TAPER 

/ 

Can't Drill Holes in Flange 

Figure 2.1 Un manufacturable feature assembly 

Feature based design is an attempt to constrain the designer to produce his geometric 

models by assembling generic manufacturing features such as slots, holes, tapers etc. 

In this way manufacturing information, including part programs, can be captured with 

the geometric model. Systems such as ICAPP from the University of Manchester 

Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) in 1981 [15], GCAPPS Pande 1988 

[16], CADETS UMIST 1989 [17] and GENPLAN from Loughborough University in 

1993 [18] are good examples of this approach. All these systems require the 

programmer to input feature information such as location, dimension and tolerance 

which is then used to generate the part plan for that feature. These features are then 

11 
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assembled into the full process plan. 

The main advantages of this feature based approach are the same as for the variant 

approach, ie. simplicity and best practice. The main disadvantage of the feature 

based approach is that some features may be incompatible or sequence dependent. 

In figure 2. 1 the drilled flange feature has been added to a gear and shaft feature. The 

addition of the taper feature to the flange feature renders it unmanufacturable as there 

would be no access to drill the holes. In such situations either the programmer or an 

expert system is required to reorder the features or declare the part unmanufacturable. 

Another disadvantage is that the designer is constrained to those features which are 

available within the feature library. A further disadvantage of the feature based 

approach is its inability to represent form features which are used to generate 

sculptured surfaces. Surface features are difficult to describe, as the equation of a 

surface may be unknown to the designer. Often an interactive form feature design 

process is required, which is in itself a generative task [19]. 

2.2.4 Feature extraction 

With the development of computer aided analysis tools, which used the solid model 

as its primary input, the solid model became accepted as the output of CAD systems. 

It is becoming more important, at the design stage, to have available afull geometric 
description, inside the computer, of the component in order to perjonn stress analysis 
or weight calculations. Grayer 1977 [20]. 

Many researchers attempted to generate process plans direct from these solid models. 

ROMAPT Chan 1982 [21], STOPP Choi 1985 [22] and Turbo-CAPP Wang 1987 [23] 

are early examples of the feature extraction approach. The STOPP process planning 

package was based on the premise that three dimensional objects could be represented 

by two dimensional profile information. For example a hole or turned surface 

would be defined by revolving its half section and a pocket by sinking its boundary. 

In the STOPP system the machine features were identified manually by the planner, 

although feature extraction algorithms were employed later. Material information 

would then be entered by the planner and the program would automatically select the 
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tooling and generate the part plan. The part plans would then be assembled together, 

as for the variant approach, to form the process plan. 

The ROMAPT system of Chan was one of the first feature extraction process 

planning systems. This system set out to interrogate the output data from a solid 

modeller called ROMULAS and extract faces, edges and points which it would then 

use as the input to the APT NC programming language. Again this system would 

require manual input of the technological information, such as manufacturing data. 

Turbo-CAPP, developed at Pennsylvania State University, used AUTOCAD as the 

geometric model input and used the same feature extraction approach as ROMAPT. 

In addition, the system would interrogate a tool library and then automatically 

generate the technology information using an expert rule-based system, thus additional 

manual input would not be required. These feature extraction process planning 

systems lent themselves to the total automation of the process planning task direct 

from CAD model output. 

There are a number of problems with this feature extraction approach. Firstly, no 

matter how expert the system, it cannot derive information that does not exist within 

the solid model such as tolerances and surface finish. Secondly, there is room for 

misinterpretation in feature determination when features are ambiguous or 

unmanufacturable. Also algorithms for recognizing even simple features are fairly 

complicated and a different algorithm would be required for each feature. The 

designer would not be made aware of manufacturing constraints and thus might design 

components which are very complex to manufacture and hence expensive to produce. 

2.3 CAPP for sheet metal parts 

Computer aided process planning for sheet metal parts was initiated later than in the 

case of machining, due to the later development of NC presses, folding machines and 

laser cutters. As mentioned in section 2.2, by 1989 there were 156 reported process 

planning systems. Of these, only 8 were concerned with sheet metal [22-28] and of 

those only two are concerned with forming, the others being sheet metal cutting 

packages. CAP Chang and Wysk [23], AUTAP, AUTAP-NC, BPT, Eversheim [24], 

POPS Pinte [25], PROPLAN Marshall [26], SIB Weill [27] are all two dimensional 
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sheet metal blanking or cutting process planning packages. They contain nesting 

routines to minimise material waste. CAP and POPS use the variant approach with 

CAP being group technology coding based, whilst POPS is a feature based system. 

PROPLAN and SIB are both generative systems using feature extraction techniques 

with a rule base for cutting or blanking sequencing and nesting of parts. Encee's 

SmartCAM system [28] also includes NC verification and simulation of sheet metal 

blanking and cutting and is described in more detail in section 2.4. Schmitz and Desa 

[5] developed an unnamed CAPP system for the manufacture of stamped products in 

1992. This package performs a redesign on a preliminary design using producibility 

rules after extracting manufacturing features from a solid modeller and is therefore 

a generative package. In their recommendations for further work they suggest that 

a forming task should be incorporated within their system. 

2.3.1 CAPP metal forming systems 

AMPS was developed by Inui and Suzuki at the University of Tokyo in 1987 [29]. 

This System was one of the first CAPP systems for the bending of sheet metal parts 

using V -dies in an NC press brake. The system uses a feature based modeller to 

assemble plates and bends into a model of the component, the dimensions of these 

features being entered by the designer. The model is unfolded by modifying the bend 

feature angles to produce the product blank. Although it is not suggested by Inui this 

blank data can be used in the packages mention in section 2.3 to produce the blank 

cutting or punching sequence. 

Having determined the blank shape, a set of bending sequence rules are applied to 

determine a suitable bend sequence which is fed to the bend simulator along with the 

blank geometry. A similar rule based system is used to search a tool library for an 

appropriate tool set to produce the first bend. The bend sequence is run within the 

simulator which checks for tool-tool and tool-material collisions. The spring-back 

angle of each bend is calculated and this is used to modify the final geometry of the 

bend. 

Handling sequences are input by the process planner to position the part for the next 

bend. The simulated parts geometry is then compared to the original design, and the 
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process planner can edit the plan, changing tools and rerunning the simulation, if 

necessary to produce a more conformable simulated product. The resultant process 

plan consists of tooling selection, sequence and handling instructions to the operator. 

The MANICAP process planning system was developed by Hoffmann at the 

University of Erlangen-Nurnberg in 1990 [30]. This system is almost identical to the 

AMPS package, except that it can take as input the solid model from a CAD system. 

MANICAP uses a feature extraction approach to create a foil model of the part which 

like AMPS is unfolded to produce the blank. A nesting program is used to position 

the blank on the sheet, the blank is then manufactured directly from its geometry 

using a CNC laser cutter. 

The folding and handling data is generated using a rule based system and this 

sequence is then simulated, and, if feasible, can be replayed on an CNC brake press 

which, in this case, has an automated handling system. The simulator, like that of 

AMPS, checks for collision and includes over-bend and spring back simulation. They 

suggest that this simulation system can be used at the design stage to make 

designers aware of shop-level manufacturing constraints. 

The Bihler company of Germany developed a system called SABRE 5000 [31], this 

was the first CAPP system to consider the design and testing of tooling through a 

simulation of the forming process. The system is based around Bihler's own range 

of cam driven blanking and forming machines and is similar to the MANICAP 

package. The system takes as an input a solid model of the designed part. This is 

converted to a foil model through feature extraction, then a set of tooling is designed 

and positioned by the designer on a machine bed. The set up is then simulated to 

check for tool clashing. Spring-back is calculated and used to modify the final part. 

The designer can then modify the tool design or stroke to produce a more 

conformative part. Once simulation is complete 'cam' profiles are automatically 

designed to produce the required tool stroke and dwell, this profile is then compiled 

to NC code and sent to a CNC machining centre to produce the cams. 

The tool parameters are used as input to a wire erosion machine, which produces the 

tooling. The system also incorporates an FE package for thermodynamic and stress 
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analysis of the designed part. This system, like the two previous, is only capable 

of simulating simple two dimensional free bending as they are constrained by the 

simplicity of their material model. However this simplicity allows them to run at 

acceptable speeds for use by a process planning engineer and reflects the limited 

flexibility of this forming process. 

2. 4 Design by Manufacturing Simulation (DMS) 

We have seen that the feature based and feature extraction approaches to process 

planning have been applied both to machining and forming. There is, however, 

another approach which is generative but not based on feature extraction. This 

approach is called design or planning by manufacturing simulation. 

The design task can be split into a number of discrete elements. The title and number 

of these elements varies. For the purpose of this discussion the definition of Black 

[32], see figure 2.2, will be used. The embodiment design phase is often also 

referred to as configuration design. 

Figure 2.2 Engineering design process 
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Chapter 2 A Review or Literature 

The concept that manufacturing simulation could be used as a design tool was first 

introduced by Gossard [12] in his PhD dissertation in 1975. Gossard describes a NC 

process planning system for milling and rotational parts. This system employed hand 

cranks as analog input devices to manipulate a model of a tool on the screen and 

displayed the effect of that cut on the blank. Gossard called this "Part Programming 

By Doing" and suggested that this could be used as a means of design, although the 

implications of this approach to design were not explored. 

A similar approach to that of Gossard was used in the robotics world in 1986 [33], 

to generate robot paths. This system used a universal joy-stick to move a model of 

a robot on the screen. The model was generated by measuring the joint angles of the 

specific robot and the operator would manoeuvre the robot around obstacles. It was 

claimed that this system demonstrated the concept of path generation through 

interactive graphics. 

Cutkosky & Tenenbaum [34,35] developed a process planning system called "First

Cut" in 1987. The architecture of First-Cut is, in essence, a team of specialists that 

cooperate in the design process, a "Virtual Design Team". This system incorporated 

a feature-based design user interface combined with machining and tooling expert 

systems and a geometric modeller with NC verification capability. The system was 

envisaged as a "Rapid Prototyping System" for machined parts. 

The programmer would select from standard stock items, choose an appropriate 

feature from a menu of those available and then position it either numerically or by 

use of the mouse. The tooling and machining expert systems and the geometric 

modeller would be used to check the validity of the feature addition. If no acceptable 

combination of tool choice, fixturing and tool path could be found then the designer 

would be asked to "try something different". If a possible feature operation was 

found then the effect of this feature input would be displayed as both a partial process 

plan and geometrically as a machine item. 

The system also had a cut and paste facility allowing the programmer to copy 

portions of the process plan, modify its attributes and attach it to the end of the plan. 

The programmer could at any point during the process planning operation generate 
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NC code and produce a partial component. 

Although the authors of First-Cut claim that it is only a detailed design and process 

planning system they, like Gossard, suggest that through its "interactive problem 

solving approach" it can encompass conceptual design. The authors raised a series 

of questions relating to the validity of using manufacturing simulation as a means to 

design which are detailed in section 2.5. 

Grosse & Sahu in 1989 [36] described a "Design-By-Manufacturability" approach as 

a means of generating configuration design solutions. This represented a step towards 

the goal of conceptual design as stated by Cutkosky and Tenenbaum. For this system 

a distinction was drawn between "Design-For-Manufacturability" and "Design-By

Manufacturability". With the dominant factor in design being manufacturability, 

functional constraints playa subservient role. The system was used to optimise the 

conceptual design of a point loaded casting, the geometry of which provided the 

initial design space. A finite element (FE) package was used to provide a physical 

model of liquid flow, with the design modified automatically through an iterative 

process. 

Solutions with poor flow characteristics would be eliminated and in this way an 

optimal flow design evolved. This design modification process is known as "design 

by iterative redesign" and was pioneered by Dixon [37] at the University of 

Massachusetts. The original conceptual design would then be optimised for the 

loading constraints, again using a FE model. Lastly the design would be optimised 

to produce the minimum weight. Grosse claimed that this design by manufacturabilty 

simulation approach endowed his system with the ability to learn by replacing the 

heuristic manufacturing rules approach of Cutkosky. Although Grosse stated that 

these rules were themselves arrived at through an abstraction of simulation or 

empirical data, his system still required a set of optimisation rules. 

Attempts have been made to carry out the conceptual design function by Ulrich & 

Seering [38]. This design system is based on the premise that most new designs are 

based on a novel assembly of features from previous designs. Thus if a system is 

provided with, in their example, descriptions of previous designs of fasteners, split 
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into features, a rule based system can be used to assemble new designs which fulfil 

the design specification. Such a system used in conjunction with the automatic 

configuration design approach of Grosse to check manufacturability and the detail 

design approach of Cutkosky, could lead to the automation of the total design task 

although this is not suggested by Ulrich. In a later paper, Ulrich & Graham 1990 

[7], described a similar system which generated sheet metal brackets by first 

generating every possible combination of planes which could be used to support the 

components. A "Producibility rule set" applied to each solution to remove the 

un manufacturable solutions, reduces the number of conceptual designs from millions 

to tens. Thus in this system manufacturability constraints are paramount as suggested 

by Grosse. 

SmartCAM, 1989 [28], is a commercial NC verification and simulation package. 

Unlike other commercial packages, when working in edit mode, instead of modifying 

the geometric model of the part, the programmer can modify the simulated tool path 

to generate a new part model. SmartCAM is one of the few packages to suggest that 

user defined tool motions can be used as a detail design tool, however a geometric 

model of the part is still required as the primary input to the system. 

Bowyer & Willis of the University of Bath [39] started a project titled "Design by 

Virtual Manufacturing" in mid 1992. The objectives of this research are to combine 

desk-top virtual reality techniques and solid modelling for the creation of process 

plans, part programs, and engineering designs. They also intend to create a virtual 

engineering workshop with the aim of allowing the user to "design by direct creation" 

of the component, using virtual machinery, and to replay these actions on a CNC 

machining centre. The project uses a pair of stereoscopic spectacles to create the 

illusion of 3D with a screen based input system consisting of sliders and buttons. 

As the machine tool is moved across a workpiece so the effects of metal removal are 

shown. The system as yet has no physical model of the material, although a 

material-tool interaction rule set is proposed. The input to the system is through 

direct manipulation of the simulated machine tool and not a geometric model of a 

completed design, which distinguishes it from commercial packages such as 
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SmartCAM mentioned earlier. 

Williams & Pentland 1992 [40], of M.LT., discuss the requirements of a "Virtual 

manufacturing system" and its potential use in the conceptual design phase. They 

describe a system in which the effect of a deformable ball hitting a deformable bat 

simulated using a combination of geometric and physical material models. A finite 

element package is used to provide the physical model and an automatic nodal 

constraints extraction system is proposed as the interface with the geometric model. 

It is stated that numerical simulation should be used to guide the design process and 

that we must provide the designer with interactive and agile tools through finite 

element modelling techniques. Unlike the work at Bath the three dimensional 

representation of the part is not stereoscopic. The system has not yet been developed 

to a stage were it can be used as a manufacturing simulator though it is capable of 

analysing environmental interactions of designed part. 

Cutkosky & Tenenbaum 1992 [6] described new developments to their First-cut 

system called Next-cut which allows a more concurrent approach to design. In the 

First-Cut system a fixed hierarchy of models and rule systems is used, the output 

from one being non-negotiable by the following module. One of the limitations of 

this hierarchical approach is that the fixturing module is subordinate to the process 

planning module hence the component can not be modified to facilitate easier 

fixturing. Although the designer can change the design, he is unaware of the fixturing 

constraints as their expert system does not have the capability to explain its decision, 

unlike commercial expert system shells. In Next-Cut the programmer can work at a 

variety of levels of extraction and on multiple representations simultaneously. This 

allows the programmer to trial handle the design before it is finished whilst still 

designing. Thus in this system the programmers can work in a concurrent design 

environment and are not forced along a sequential product development path. 

In our own paper [8] we proposed a system very similar to that of Cutkosky with the 

addition of assembly, costing, tolerancing, testing and scheduling functions. The 

principles of the use of manufacturing simulation as the means to design are 
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discussed. A system which requires the designer to specify solutions in terms of 

manufacturing data, which is captured by means of an interactive simulation of 

machining processes is proposed. The capability of a design by manufacturing system 

to fulfil the objectives of concurrent engineering in generating not only the machine 

tool NC code but also the materials handling, stock control, testing, costing and 

scheduling data simultaneously was explored. The tolerance implications are discussed 

and the production of a realistic product with fuzzy boundaries and a probability of 

assembly is suggested. Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of geometric design, feature

based design and manufacturing simulation design along with their routes to 

manufacture. 

GEOIIETRIC DESIGN 

ITEREOUntOGRAPHY 
I-t.~ 

~ 

FEATURE BAlED DESIGN 

IEQUENel! RULE lET 
• .-J. • RI. na ImI'aI • .,.,. •• ..-RM 

• MCI • t ".. IIGIIl1I 

DESIGN BY MANUFACTURING 
SlIlULAnON 

MACHIN! TOOL 

Figure 2.4 Comparison of design to manufacture approaches 
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2.S Concurrent engineering 

Referring to figure 2.5 which shows the engineering design process, the conventional 

manufacturing structure is a sequential one in which a task cannot start until its 

predecessor has finished. In a manufacturing environment tasks such as costing, 

testing, ordering and maintenance are also carried out sequentially following the 

design tasks. The fundamental principle of concurrent engineering is that these 

separate tasks can be carried out, to some extent, in parallel. In this way product 

lead times can be drastically reduced, product cost and product quality can be 

improved (Putnam 1985 [2]). The partial CE design process diagram resembles a cliff 

face with scarfing, as shown in figure 2.5, in which the sequential tasks are 

overlapped and the area of data exchange is greatly extended [3], leading to the 

exchange of partial data. In the fully concurrent approach all data types are generated 

simultaneously. 

Task Conceptual Embodiment Detail 
Clarification Design Design Design Sequential 

~~~~ Partial CE Task Design Design Design 

Clarification 

Clarification 
Conceptual Concurrent Engineering 
Embodiment 

Detail 

Product lead time .-~ 
Figure 2.S Concurrent engineering design process 
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2.6 Discussion 

In order to achieve the objectives of concurrent engineering the manufacturing 

constraints must be brought to the attention of the designer at the conceptual stage of 

the design process. Conventional CAPP packages are not capable of representing 

manufacturing constraints at the design phase. They are sequential in their design 

process and hence are unable to transfer or use partial data or they require a design 

solution as input. 

Reviewing current CE tools Cutkosky [35] said that simultaneous engineering tools 

should permit modelling and simulation of the manufacture and operation of a product 

at the design stage. 

Computer-aided design systems neither present manufacturing infonnation to the 

designer nor capture process-related decisions by the designer. 

Cutkosky 1990[35]. 

Both feature based and feature extraction process planning techniques have been used 

in the production of formed metal parts with manufacturing or manufacturability 

constraints being used in the conceptual, configuration and detailed areas of design. 

Process planning systems are ill-suited for use in a concurrent environment for a 

couple of reasons. First, they fonnulate the planning problem as a one-shot task of 

finding an optimal sequence of operations. Second, they typically operate on a 

closed-world assumption that all relevant infonnation is directly available to the 

planner. Subbarao 1m [41]. 

Subbarao [41] also stated that in order to integrate the design and manufacturing tasks 

the effects of a design choice on manufacturing process should manifest itself as the 

design evolves. Additionally, Desa [42], discussing virtual CE, put forward that the 

"actual" downstream engineering steps must be performed in order that the 

designer may accurately foresee development costs and difficulties, such as 
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manuCacturability, during the product design stage. 

In discussing the validity of using manufacturing as a means of design Cutksoky [35] 

raises a number of questions :-

1) Will designers find the approach tedious and confining? 

2) Can manufacturing modes encompass conceptual design ? 

3) Will attention to manufacturing constraints reduce design creativity? 

Although these criticisms deserve consideration, the constrained design space, brought 

about through manufacturing considerations, is faster to explore and may result in 

simpler and cheaper solutions. Provided that a system is sufficiently fast and powerful 

and the correct level of abstraction is used, then a system which reflects process 

characteristics should not be a hindrance to conceptual design. Whether the design 

tool be a pen, a geometric modeller, a manufacturing simulator, or modelling clay, 

creativity in design springs from the imaginative use of these media. 

There have been successful applications of the design by manufacturing simulation 

approach to machining operations in which some of the objectives of CE have been 

fulfilled. This suggests that to realise the benefits of concurrent engineering, 

manufacturing constraints must be considered at the design stage. 

Design by manufacturing simulation principles have not yet been applied to the 

forming process, yet in this design task the designer conceptualises in terms of 

bending, an assumption which is supported by Filerman & Ulrich 1989 [43]. A 

system which will allow the designer to design, through initiating tool motions, 

generates the information required to move an actual machine tool simultaneously. 

As the designer is required to select the machine, tooling, and raw material, during 

simulation, this information can be captured and used to generate both stock control 

and scheduling data. In addition if a physical model of the material is incorporated 

in the simulation then this model can itself be used to analyse the performance of 

the part or feature thereof. This manufacturing data may also be collected together 
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to calculate the product cost whilst working in the design phase. Thus a design by 

manufacturing simulation system would allow the simultaneous generation of almost 

all the manufacturing information during the design phase. The potential benefits of 

the application of the design by manufacturing simulation approach to forming are 

therefore the same as for concurrent engineering, ie. drastically reduced product lead 

times, reduced product cost and improved product quality. 

This thesis sets out to produce a manufacturing simulation based design tool for the 

design and manufacture of metallic fastenings. It is proposed that a physical model 

of the material, rather than a falsely constraining heuristic rule system, will allow the 

designer to see the effects of tool motions upon the material in near real time. An 

automatic nodal constraints generation system will be developed to interface this 

physical material model with a geometric model of the machine tool. It is intended 

to demonstrate that the design by manufacturing simulation approach can be used as 

a concurrent engineering design tool by the production of partial data at intervals 

during the design process. Finally, a series of experiments will be carried to collect 

appropriate feedback on the efficiency of this approach in the working environment 

and to determine if it can be used as a means conceptual or detail design. 
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CHAPTER 3 MODELLING GEOMETRY & MATERIALS 

3.0 Introduction to chapter 3 

In this chapter the mechanics of the forming process are explored, various methods 

of representing forming as a physical model which include finite element analysis, 

beam theory, bend allowance and curve fitting are compared. Geometric 

representation and motion simulation techniques are discussed. Weighting techniques 

are used to determine a suitable combination of geometric and physical modelling 

techniques. A suitable system for design by manufacturing simulation is proposed. 

3.1 Simulation and virtual environments 

In order to produce accurate simulations of manufacturing environments it is 

necessary to model more than just the static geometry as conventional CAD systems 

do. The geometric model must be augmented with animation, physical material 

Constraint 
Modelling 

Simulation 
Environment 

Figure 3.1 Virtual environment simulation modules 
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properties, machine motion constraints and in some circumstances sound. Figure 3.1 

shows the components of a virtual environment simulation system. 

In our application we are required to model machines, tools and materials. The 

modelling of machines and tools does not require all of the above simulation modules, 

primarily geometric representation and motion constraint modelling is required. 

Whereas the simulation of material requires the modelling of physical response of the 

material to tool actions, in addition to geometric representation of the machines, 

however it does not require motion constraint simulation as the material motion is 

dictated and constrained by machine motions. Figure 3.2 shows the simulation 

Manufacturing 
Simulation Environment 

anuJacturing 
Data 

Modelling 

Figure 3.2 Manufacturing environment modelling requirements 

modules required to produce a virtual manufacturing environment, in addition to these 

modules an integration module is required to interface and translate between the 

geometric and physical models. 

An evaluation of existing commercial simulators was carried out, (appendix AI), but 

no single system was able to satisfy our multiple modelling requirements. 
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3.2 Physical modelling 

In order to understand the modelling requirements of the forming process we must 

first explore the forming process itself. Forming refers to the permanent elongation 

of a material which occurs during the plastic phase of the stress strain cycle. The 

load-extension diagram for annealed mild steel, the most widely used forming 

material, is as shown in figure 3.3. Initially the relationship between load and 

extension is linear, known as the elastic region. If the load is removed in this region 

the material returns to its original state. This phenomenon, in forming, is known as 

"spring-back" . 

LOAD 

c o 

EXTENSION 

Figure 3.3 Load extension mild steel 

The maximum load which can be applied without causing permanent deformation is 

known as the elastic limit or yield stress" A". Beyond this limit, continued loading 

will cause permanent deformation and a reduction in cross sectional area. The 

strength of the material increases, however, due to the effect of strain, or work, 

hardening, caused by the increasing alignment of the materials microstructure. 

With continued loading, a point is reached where the rate of increase in strength due 

to strain hardening is unable to keep pace with the rate of reduction of cross sectional 

area, point C. From this point on, local straining occurs leading to what is known 

as "necking" until the material fails at its tensile limit. This defines the tensile 

strength of the material "D". If the load is removed after the elastic limit has been 

exceeded, but before the tensile limit of the material has been reached at point B, the 
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elastic energy stored in the specimen is released leading to a corresponding reduction 

in extension. There will remain some permanent extension due to the plastic 

deformation occurring due to loading beyond the elastic limit. 

Having considered the process of forming it is necessary to describe the modelling 

and simulation requirements:-

A) The mechanical behaviour of the raw material strip during all three phases of the 

forming process (elastic, plastic and shear). 

B) The geometric representation of part dimensions and motion. 

C) The structural (geometric) changes to the material and the effects this will have 

on changes in structural strength. 

D) The loading level, position and boundary constraints due to material-machine

machine and material-tool interactions. 

3.2.1 Methods of representing mechanical behaviour of materials 

Four methods of representing mechanical behaviour were explored:-

A) Deflection curves derived from mechanics of materials theory such as equations 

of bending (eg beam theory). 

B) Bend allowances which are simple equations derived from working practice for 

specific bend features. 

C) Finite element (FE) analysis which again uses mechanics theory. 

D) Look up tables, with a pre-defined response to input. 

A comparison of these techniques (given in appendix A2) was followed by an 

evaluation, using a weighting matrix, which determined that the finite element model 

was most suitable for our application, table 3.1 shows the results of weighting. 
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The reasons for selecting the FE method, despite its large computational 

requirements, were:-

The generic applicability of the approach which means that it can be applied to the 

bending of not just plates but of pipes and rods. Once an FE mesh has been set up 

it can be used for stress analysis, thermal analysis and life cycle performance 

determination. 

The flexibility of the FE method is greater than beam theory or bend allowance in 

that it can represent almost any shape and set of loading conditions. Thus it does not 

require a rule base to determine which equation, or set of equations, would be 

appropriate in a particular case. 

Table 3.1 Results of weighting 

FE BT BA LV 
Computational Burden 5 2 3 5 4 
Model Accuracy 10 9 6 7 9 
Shape Consistency 7 6 7 4 6 
Model Flexibility 9 8 4 4 8 
Generic Application 6 6 4 3 4 
Data Burden 5 4 4 4 1 

Total 35 28 27 32 

The accuracy of the FE method has been established by others [44,45] and it is 

commonly used for product performance evaluation. 

3.3 Geometric modelling 

3.3.1 Representing tooling and machines 

The geometric model must produce a graphical representation of the entity which 

presents sufficient visual information to allow the designer to comprehend the part. 

It must preserve the geometric relationship of the entity when manipulated by motion 
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or interaction. 

3.3.2 Geometric model types 

Three types of geometric model were considered:-

Wire frame or line model (edges 2 or 3D) 

Surface model (patches 2 or 3D) 

Solid model (shading 3D) 

Of these geometric modelling techniques, the wire frame model was chosen, (see 

appendix A3 for details of choice. 

3.3.3 Wire frame or line model 

The line model requires only the coordinates (x,y,z) of the points to be plotted which 

are then joined by lines. This type of model is the simplest and fastest to construct 

and can be used for 2D or 3D representation of a part. The position of the points 

which are to be joined by lines can be derived by the physical modelling approaches 

described in section 3.2.1. 

SOLID WIRE FRAME 

Figure 3.4 Model ambiguity 
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One major problem is the ambiguous nature of the representation in that there can be 

several different interpretations of the same model as shown in figure 3.4. This 

ambiguity can be mediated by the removal of hidden lines although this does require 

additional processing and some expert knowledge about the object. 

3.4 Motion modelling 

The 20 limitations of the conventional cathode ray tube used for most computer 

output means that in order to represent the "Z" plane, simultaneous indexing of the 

"X" and "Y" axis are required. Suitable scaling factors are required to produce the 

effects of motion in the third plane. Although there are methods of manipulating 30 

model data, without a stereoscopic screen the model must be reduced to a 20 

equivalent. Methods of representing motion on the computer by data manipulation 

are explored in appendix A4. Of these approaches, simple axis indexing was chosen, 

this approach involves the addition or subtraction of a single variable to all coordinate 

points of that axis and is suited to 20 translations left, right, up, down and is the 

simplest, and hence fastest method of motion simulation. 

3.5 Model integration 

The three model types, Geometric, Physical and Constraint are represented by a wire 

frame geometric modeller, a finite element material modeller and a motion constraints 

rule base. These modellers are, at present, separate entities and they need to be 

integrated in order that they can simulate the manufacturing process of forming. The 

FE model requires as input a series of nodal constraints, these constraints must be 

determined from the interaction of the components represented by the geometric 

model. 

3.5.1 Interaction detection approaches 

Interaction detection is necessary to determine whether individual models have 

collided and if so which part of each model is in contact. Without this detection the 

individual models are not linked and the effect of a tool on a workpiece cannot be 
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simulated. Interaction detection approaches are not limited to 2D as the computer is 

capable of holding data in multidimensional arrays. A number of possible interaction 

detection approaches are explored in appendix AS. Of the approaches reviewed, 

screen pixel interrogation was chosen as the most appropriate technique for our 2D 

system. 

3.5.2 Screen pixel interrogation 

In this method the value of individual screen pixels are examined and a logical IF is 

used to branch the program when the pixel state changes. Though this approach is 

limited by the 2D nature of the computer screen, it can detect collisions within the 

Z plane if a number of different 2D views of the objects are represented. 

3.5.3 The need for interaction rules 

Figure 3.S Deflection of material due to tool motion 

The integration of the geometric and physical models can be carried out by extending 

the rule set of the motion constraints rule set, which produces an interaction rule 
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base. The structure of this rule base is discussed in more detail in chapter 4, but it 

consists of a hierarchy of rules which, once a collision has been discovered, 

determines the type and relative direction of interaction. The rule base then either 

constrains a machine axis motion or, if the collision is with the material, it sets the 

loading and fixing constraints of the appropriate FE node. Figure 3.5 shows the 

result of this model integration, the material strip has been deformed by the motion 

of the tool whilst the remainder of the material is held fixed by the machines clamp. 

3.6 Discussion 

After investigating the modelling requirements of the manufacturing process of 

forming the FE method was developed to perform the physical material modelling 

Geometric 
Model 

H 

Interaction 
Rule Base 

Finil£h Element 
gme 

Manufacturing 
Data Calculators 

Figure 3.6 DMS system architecture 
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task. A simple wire frame geometric modeller with motion simulation and interaction 

detection capabilities based on axis indexing and screen pixel interrogation was used. 

Motion constraints modelling was augmented to produce an interaction rule base to 

integrate the geometric and physical models, figure 3.6 shows the DMS system 

architecture. 
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CHAPTER 4 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

4.0 Introduction to chapter 4 

This chapter sets out to describe the development, function and operation of the 

design by manufacturing simulation system. The construction of a wire frame 

modeller with its attendant object indexing and interaction detection modules is 

described. An automatic finite element meshing system is reported. An interaction 

Input Interface 

Sequ_noe 
Store 

Material 
Constraints 

Store 

Geometric Model 

Interaction Rule Base 

IF POINT(X(N) + 1) - 10 THEN 

IF POINT(X(N) - 1) - 10 THEN 
IF POINT(X(N) - 1) AND POINT 

IF INS - AXIS(T.N) THEN NOD 
IF INDEX(T,N) - MINOR(T,N) TH 

IF CLAMP - 1 THEN NODAL 

Finite Element Engine 

Data Calculators 

Costing 
Lead Times 
Testing 
Scheduler 
Handling 

Figure 4.1 DMS system architecture 
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rule base developed as an interface between the finite element and wire frame models 

is described. Finally the problems of editing and replaying stored machine motions 

are investigated. Figure 4.1 shows the developed system architecture. 

4.1 Construction of wh'e frame model 

The function of the module which draws the graphics is to produce a wire frame 

model of the tooling and machine in a colour which defines their relative motions (ie. 

stationary = green, down = blue, right = yellow). This colour reference system is 

required to capture historical information about relative motions and is discussed in 

section 4.5.2. The 'draw graphics' function also provides feedback to the designer 

as to the effects of his manipulation of the machine and allows on-screen clash 

detection through screen pixel interrogation. 

The geometric model data is in the form of pixel coordinates which define the corners 

of the object. These are also used for the site for clash detection nodes, joined by a 

line function to produce the frame model. The draw graphics function is split into 

two modules; the first draws a two dimensional plan in the X/V plane and the second 

draws the side view on the virtual Z axis on the screen. This allows each axis to be 

checked individually for collision or turned off to reduce the processing burden and 

speed up the representation. 

The raw material is represented in the form of a FE wire frame model which is 

generated automatically, (described in more detail in section 4.4). Finally, tool 

position markers are drawn on a set of axis graticules on the screen, to allow a visual 

assessment of the relative positions of individual models, as can be seen in figure 4.2. 

A software data flow diagram of this module, along with the others which make up 

the software of our BENDSIM7 package, can be found in appendix Cl. 

4.2 Indexing object models 

The functions of the object indexing module include the interpretation of the axis 

manipulation input devices, defined in the actuator model, and the determination of 
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which axis is to be moved and in which direction. The axis manipulation device is 

defined within the actuator library, allowing a variety of input devices to be used. 

The DMS system has been controlled using a data glove input device [46]. The axis 

indexing module also stores the axis control characters for later use in the replay or 

edit modules (see section 4.5). Once the axis type and direction has been determined, 

the appropriate model origin is incremented by a step defined by the resolution of that 

actuator, provided the axis range is not exceeded. A software data flow diagram of 

this module can be found in appendix C 1. 

4.3 Interaction detection 

The interaction detection module enables a number of model axes to be hierarchically 

linked, allowing a parent model to move a child or minor object. Other functions 

include testing of the corner points of clamps and tools, to determine if a collision 

has occurred. If so, then the relative motion, position and type of collision is stored 

for use in the interaction rule base. 
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The corner points are defined in the geometric model library during model 

construction. These points are tested to determine the pixel attribute so that when 

collision occurs the pixel colour changes and the type of motion can be determined. 

In the case of the raw material, the coordinates of the nodes of the FE mesh are 

tested in the same way and, by analysing the colour of the colliding component, the 

nodal constraints can be generated automatically. This is unlike conventional FE 

packages which require mesh and loading constraints to be input by the user. This 

is described in more detail in section 4.4. A software data flow diagram of this 

module can be found in appendix C 1. 

4.4 Automatic finite element mesh generation 

In conventional FE packages [45,47], the distribution, size and type of elements has 

to be defined by the user. This can be a laborious task and requires the designer to 

have a detailed knowledge of mesh formation and the FE process. In order for the 

FE method to be used as an embedded interactive design tool, automatic mesh 

generation is required. The starting point for this mesh generation is the stock 

control file which holds information about the stock raw material. 

4.4.1 Element size determination 

In the manufacture of clips, the raw material is in the form of coiled steel strip which 

is then cut to the required widths. In order to determine the maximum permissable 

element length, a "dutch bend" (180 0 bend) is considered as the worst case. As can 

be seen in figure 4.3, this extreme bend requires a minimum of three elements to 

represent it, their length dependant upon the thickness of the material. The element 

represents the centre line of the material with the minimum element length being 

defined as the of thickness of the material. 
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Fiqure 4.3 Minimum element length determination 

Thus element length can be determined from material thickness which is available 

from stock data upon selection of a raw material. Thus the position of element start 

and end nodes can be determined from this calculated element length. 

As material is indexed into the machine, so additional nodes are generated at the 

calculated element length intervals, the existing node position being indexed by the 

addition of the initial element length. The FE mesh generation information is thus 

generated automatically. 

4.4.2 Element mesh generation 

The stock control file contains the width, thickness, modulus of elasticity and 

plasticity of the material, as well as the material name or stock number and the 

length of material available or used. From this stock information it is possible to 

generate the required FE mesh automatically without requiring an input from the 

designer, once the minimum element length has been determined as described in 

section 4.4.1. The length of the coil of raw material, fed into the machine along its 

centre line, can be up to 30 metres. It would be impractical to represent the entire 

coil in terms of finite elements, therefore only that portion of the material within the 

indexing clamp and in the work space of the machine is represented as a FE model. 
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Thus the start point of the FE mesh is determined by the initial home position of the 

clamp. The end of the first element is defined by adding the minimum element length 

to this start position. Subsequent element node positions are defined until the length 

of the material is reached. Each element is numbered and the elastic and plastic 

moduli loaded and in this way the elemental mesh is automatically generated. 

As material is drawn from the coil by the indexing clamp, the length of material in 

use is increased and so additional elements are automatically added to the end of the 

mesh (see figure 4.4). 

index 
• 
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cIj 1111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111> 

new element 

q> ct! 1111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJ 11111111111111111111111111111111> 

111111111111111111 element 

o node 
Le element length 

Figure 4.4 Automatic mesh extension 

4.5 Interfacing the geometric and finite element models 

The FE package requires the input of the material mesh in terms of the nodal 

positions of elements, the connectivity of these elements and the material properties. 

In addition it requires nodal loading and motion constraints. With conventional FE 

packages the definition of nodal constraints is carried out by the user. Such an 

approach is unacceptable when the FE method is to be used to produce an embedded 

physical model. Thus all the nodal constraints data must be generated automatically 
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from the geometric interaction of the geometric models. In order to interface the 

geometric modeller with the physical material model a rule base was developed. 

As described in section 4.4.2, the mesh information is generated automatically, thus 

only the nodal constraints are still required. As mentioned in section 4.3 the 

interaction between tooling, clamps and materials is captured within the geometric 

modeller through pixel interrogation. This data alone, however, is not sufficient to 

generate the complete information set required to allow us to embed the FE engine 

within the system. A set of rules are required to interpret this interaction data and 

convert it to nodal constraints data. 

4.5.1 The interaction rule base 

Two types of information are required about the nodal point of the finite element; 

motion constraints and loading constraints. A node can be defined as fixed in any or 

all directions (axis) or it can be free to move. If the material is clamped then all axes 

of the clamped nodes are fixed. This "clamped or not" information is available from 

the interaction detection module. By interrogating the pixels above and below the 

node on the screen, if both upper and lower pixel are occupied then the node is 

clamped and can be defined as fixed. If only the top or bottom pixel is occupied, the 

node is unclamped but loaded with a known direction. 

In figure 4.5, nodes 1 to 3 are fixed and node 6 is loaded from above. This load is 

a property of the actuator and tool and is stored in the actuator constraints file. By 

interrogating the screen node pixel in this way the nodal constraints are generated 

automatically. 

There are, however, a number of anomalies which are not taken into account by this 

interrogation approach. For example, although a pixel above a node may be occupied 

whilst the lower pixel is not, this implies a loaded node. However, if the tool is in 

fact moving away from or is parallel to the material this would be a false assumption. 

Similarly, if the tool is stationary and the material moving, then when the material 

node pixel comes into contact with the tool a loading is assumed whereas the node 

should be fixed. 
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For this reason, information about the motion history of the tools material and 

machine must be captured in addition to the positional collision information. 

4.5.2 Capturing motion history 

Relative motion history is required in order to determine the nature of a collision, 

however traditional solid modellers do not provide this facility. There are two 

methods of determining motion history. The first is to store the coordinates of the 

model, and compare these with the stored positions after collision to enable the 

relative motion of the part to be calculated. The second approach is to attach a 

motion flag to each model, the flag being a product of the index control character. 

Thus when a collision is detected the motion flags can be read and used directly in 

the interaction rule set. 

Although the second approach cannot provide vector information, with a two 

dimensional modeller the axis input is defined by the models themselves. This is the 

simplest approach as it does not require additional storage and calculations, but can 
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be used as direct input to the rule base. As our modeller uses screen pixel 

interrogation to detect collisions, the colour attributes of the pixel can be used as the 

motion flag. The FE package works in global screen coordinates hence the motion 

flag must also be in screen coordinates. 

4.5.3 The interaction rules 

Having now considered motion history and collision position it is possible to assign 

the load and motion constraints to the element nodes. A node can be fixed in global 

X coordinate, global Y coordinate or in global rotation (), whereas it can be loaded 

locally either axially, perpendicularly or a moment can be applied. Figure 4.6 shows 

the possible nodal conditions. 

In case 1; 

In case 2; 

Cases 3/4; 

Cases 617; 

the node is hit from above, so a positive perpendicular load is assigned 

to the node. 

the node is hit from below and a negative perpendicular load is 

produced. 

the motion of the tool is away from the node, hence no nodal loading 

is applied. 

a false negative axial load is produced. If only one side of the material 

is loaded in this way the tool will slide along, producing an axial load 

due to friction. In this simulation, however, the coefficient of friction 

between the metal dies and the lubricant coated material is considered 

to be zero, although it would be possible to include friction components 

within the rule base by 'factoring' the applied load. 

The remaining cases are discussed in appendix A6. 
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Figure 4.6 Interaction between stationary material and moving tool 

The above cases and those of appendix A6 can be reduced to the following 8 rules 

which are applied to each node:-

P+ = Pixel above material node, P- = Pixel below material node 

(at time of material selection). 

t = Motion flag, negative 

+- = Motion flag, negative 

~ = Motion flag, positive (screen axis Y) 

~ = Motion flag, positive (screen axis X) 
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o = Motion flag, stationary 

FN = Number of the node to be fixed x = Axial Y = Perpendicular 

LN = Number of the node to be loaded () = Rotation or moment 

IF P+ = - AND P- = - THEN FN = Y AND LN = -X 

IF P+ =.... AND P- = .... THEN FN = Y AND LN = + X 

IF P+ = 0 AND P- = 0 THEN FN = Y,X,(} 

IF P+ = - OR P- = .... THEN LN = + Y 

IF P- = - OR P- = .... THEN LN = -Y 

IF P+ = 0 OR P- = 0 THEN FN = Y 

IFP+ = ~ THENLN = +Y 

IF P- = t THEN LN = -Y 

4.5.4 Additional rules 

(4.5.1) 

(4.5.2) 

(4.5.3) 

(4.5.4) 

(4.5.5) 

(4.5.6) 

(4.5.7) 

(4.5.8) 

In figure 4.7, the material is axially loaded by the application of rule (4.5.2) and 

fixed at the end node by application of rule 4.5.6. In this situation the material will 
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Figure 4.7 Change of first rule due to the application of a second rule 
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be squashed and then buckle. However, if the end node was not clamped then there 

would be insufficient boundary conditions to solve the simultaneous equations set up 

in the FE package, hence the FE package fails. In reality, the material should move 

with the clamp and the FE package should not be run. If the axis are linked together 

as described in section 4.3, the origin of the material model can be indexed with the 

clamp and new material produced as described in section 4.5.2. Thus the axial 

loading rule must be suppressed if there are no clamped nodes and the axis of clamp 

and material must be linked. 

In order to assess if there are any clamped nodes the list of nodal constraints is 

scanned. If a fixed node is found the axial loading can proceed, if no fixed nodes 

are found then a flag is raised to prevent the FE package from running and an index 

material subroutine is called. The previous situation is covered the additional of rule 

4.5.9 which is applied once all nodal constraints have been assembled. 

IF RULE (4.5.1) AND (4.5.2) AND FN(l-n) < > 0 THEN STOPFE = 1 AND 

CALL INDEXMAT (4.5.9) 

A second additional rule is required as unfortunately it is only possible to fix a nodal 

axis, not the negative and positive components thereof. This is an inherent limitation 

of the FE process and is discussed in more detail in appendix E2 of chapter 5. 

Another additional rule set is required to unfix nodes if the material attempts to move 

in the sign (direction) of the axis which is falsely constrained. Figure 4.8 shows the 

possible falsely constrained node situations. These additional rules are applied to the 

mesh as a hole thus all node states must already have been assessed by the first set 

of rules (4.5.1 to 4.5.9). 

A similar approach to that applied to the individual node constraints rule set is applied 

to the falsely constrained node problem, which gives rise to the following rule set:-

IF P+ = 0 THEN FN = + y 

IF P- = 0 THEN FN = -y 

(4.5.6a) 

(4.5.6b) 

Rule 4.5.6 has to be split and a sign is attached to the axis to signify the direction of 
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fixing which thus becomes rules 4.5.6a and 4.5.6b. Firstly the position of the loaded 

node and the direction of the load are retrieved, then a scan for fixed nodes to the 

right and then the left of the fixed node is carried out. Considering a right scan, the 

first rule is that if a fixed node is found which is constrained in the opposite direction 

to the applied load then that node is released. The second rule is that if the fixed 

node is constrained in the same direction as the load, then subsequent similarly fixed 

nodes in the scan direction are released. All other conditions require the fixed nodes 

to remain unchanged. If both directions are fixed then, although the following rules 

may be true, the node is designated fully constrained and it is thus refixed in that 

axis. 

Lp= Node number of load node (Lp-n) = Scan left (lp-l) = Scan right 

SGN = Sign of axis 

IF FN(Lp-n) < > LN(Lp) THEN FN(N) = 0 

IF FN(Lp-l) < > LN(Lp) THEN FN(N) = 0 
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IF SGN FN(Lp-n) < > SGN LN(LP) THEN FN(N + 1 to n) = 0 

IF SGN FN(Lp-l) < > SGN LN(LP) THEN FN(N-I to -I) = 0 

4.6 Edit and replay facility 

(4.5.12) 

(4.5.13) 

The problems of consistency of the manufacturing data during editing have not been 

addressed as this is a large and complex area which has not been attended to in any 

great extent in feature based design or indeed in geometric design. A replay facility 

module has been developed, which is primarily for replaying the simulated 

manufacturing data on an actual machine tool, to produce the part. By suppressing 

the control characters sent to the machine tool the simulation is replayed only on the 

screen. The simulation can be stopped at any point and the designer can continue 

the design session from this point on, the remaining replay data being lost. 

4.7 Discussion 

Although a simple two dimensional geometric model has been developed it has 

allowed us to explore the problems of integrating geometric and physical models. 

The rule base developed shows that a large amount of intuitive processing is required 

to integrate even a simple system, and for more complex three dimensional solid 

modellers, a vastly more complex and detailed rule base would be required. Indeed, 

such a rule base may require as much or more processing power than either the 

geometric model or the physical model. The interaction rules only apply to 

perpendicular and axial loads, moments and torques are not considered, also 

secondary rules have not yet been applied to axial loading. We have successfully 

integrated a geometric and physical model which will allow us to simulate the 

manufacturing process of forming. In addition we have been able to automatically 

generate all the information required by the FE model with no direct input required 

by the designer and thus it has been fully embedded. 
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CHAPTER 5 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

5.0 Introduction to chapter 5 

In this chapter the use of parallel processing techniques are explored, using transputer 

technology to reduce the processing time of the finite element method. The levels of 

parallelism with in the FE method are identified and the results of implementing these 

concept in terms of processing time reductions are reported. 

5.1 Time critical finite element analysis 

Conventional sequential FE packages require the designer to input both node position 

and loading/constraint data prior to running the FE engine. In many cases it takes 

longer to enter this data than to run the FE engine [48]. As mentioned in section 4.4, 

as the FE engine was embedded in the DMS system this information is generated 

automatically. 

The major draw-back to using the finite element (FE) approach for modelling material 

response is the large processing burden imposed. The DMS approach requires the 

designer to initiate the individual load steps, applied by the tool to the material, to 

bend the material until the formed dimensions are achieved. The designer would 

therefore require a near real time simulation of forming in order to maintain 

concentration on the design task (about one second to form a 90° bend, see appendix 

El). 

The processing time of the FE engine is dependent on the number of elements 

required to accurately model a structure, the sophistication of the elements and the 

size of load step applied. A description of the FE engine development and the 

determination of processing requirements can be found in appendix El. From these 

results it was concluded that a multiprocessor parallel processing system was required 

to run a 100 element model. 
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5.2 Parallel processing in finite element analysis 

Parallel processing techniques have been used by number of researchers with the aim 

of speeding up FE systems [48,49,50]. These methods are based on domain 

decomposition, also known as the 'divide and conquer' approach and have produced 

significant reductions in FE processing times of up to four fold. However, this 

approach suffers from a problem of diminishing returns, in that as the number of 

processors increases so the data management overhead increases at a greater rate 

shown later in figure 5.3. 

5.3 Levels of parallelism 

Previous research has concentrated on a high-level form of parallelisation and has not 

exploited the inherent parallelism which exists in the FE method. The medium and 

low-level forms of parallelisation are based on the exploitation of the inherent 

parallelism of the FE method. This allows the FE solution and non-linearitity 

compensation tasks to be carried out simultaneously. At the lowest level, the 

structure matrix assembly task can be carried out simultaneously with the solution of 

that matrix. 

5.3.1 High level parallelism: Divide and conquer 

The 'divide and conquer', or domain decomposition, approach exploits the matrix 

structure of the finite element process. As described in section A2.4 of appendix A2, 

the finite element method involves the assembly of a series of simultaneous equations 

to represent the properties of each element and their common node displacement. 

These equations, represented in matrix form, are called elemental stiffness matrices, 

and are assembled into a matrix which describes the structure of the problem (shown 

in figure 5.1). This is known as the global stiffness matrix. 

The global stiffness matrix is partitioned into a number of equally sized smaller 

domain matrices, each of which is allocated to a separate processor as shown in 

figure 5.2 [49]. The domain matrices are solved independently in terms of the 
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elements of their common boundaries. The resulting values of the common 

boundaries are fed into the individual matrices, a sequential operation, and in this way 

structure as a whole is solved. This sequential processing represents the data 

management overhead, which is represented as a ratio of independent nodes to 

common nodes. As the number of domains (and hence processors) increases, so this 

ratio increases exponetionally, 

A A A A 
A A A A 
AAl!lI!B 
AA.IlBB 

e:e: 
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CCDDDD 
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DeEE 
EEEE** 
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Fiqure 5.1 Global stiffness matrix 
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Common boundary 

xxxx 

Fiqure 5.2 Domain decomposition of matrix 

leading to a corresponding increase in sequential processing and processor-to

processor communication. 

As the speed of data transmission between processors is low by comparison to the 

speed of processing within the processor [50], the speed-up achieved by the addition 

of an extra processor will decrease as the number of processors increases. 

Kato [49], in an experiment to determine the effect of increasing numbers of 

processors on processing time, reported that when solving a 36 element FE problem 

there was negligible improvement in using more than six processors. A similar effect 

was reported by Nikolaev [48]. Figure 5.3 shows the trend identified. 

It can be seen that a 100 element mesh, run on 9 processors compared to 1, produces 

a reduction in processing time of 75 %. This is insufficient to fulfil the processing 

requirement of the FE engine described in appendix El. Once a point is reached 

where increasing the number of processors no longer significantly reduces processing 

time, there are two methods of reducing it further. One way would be to use faster 

processors, the other is to exploit the inherent parallelism of the finite element 

approach. 
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5.3.2 Inherent parallelism 

Inherent parallelism refers to the intrinsic structure of a system which allows it to be 

split into a number of elements which can run independently of each other, without 

requiring information to be transferred between them [51]. The finite element 
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Figure 5.3 Diminishing returns 

method, as described in appendix A2 and E2, consists of a series of discrete tasks, 

some of which can be carried out simultaneously. These tasks can be grouped, and 

these higher level task groups can themselves be carried out in parallel. Figure 5.4 

shows the high level task structure of the FE method. It can be seen that to carry out 

the non-linearity compensation task in parallel with the task of structure matrix 

assembly-solution, would reduce the total processing time. 
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THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

TASK STRUCTURE 
.-- r--:- r--

MATRIX ~ ~ NON-LINEARITY 1>-
~~ ~ ASSEMBLY ~ ~i~~ COMPENSATION ~ ~~ 

& SOLUTION B ~! 
'----

TOTAL DURATION 

Figure 5.4 H1qh level FE method task structure 

5.3.3 Medium level parallelism: Simultaneous solution and compensation 

As mentioned above, if the tasks of non-linearity compensation were carried out 

simultaneously with the main solution task, we would reduce the overall processing 

times. The compensation task requires the element force to be input before it can 

start, thus on the face of it these tasks could not be run in parallel. 

In conventional sequential FE packages, once all the elemental stiffness matrices are 

calculated they are assembled into the global stiffness matrix, which is solved and 

then all element forces are calculated before being sent to the compensation task. 

In the developed parallel FE engine of our system, the individual element forces are 

sent to the compensation task as soon as they are available, thus while one element 

force is being used by the compensation task the next element force can be calculated 

by the matrix assembly/solution task. As these two tasks are carried out on separate 
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processors, they can be carried out simultaneously once the first element force has 

been transferred. The need to run the two processes with one element 'out of sync', 

plus the need to transfer the element force data between the processors, means they 

are not running totally in parallel. However, unlike the divide and conquer approach 

discussed earlier, the overlap or common boundary is only one element in size, 

regardless of the number of elements in the structure. Thus in a 100 element 

structure the solution and compensation tasks run 99% in parallel, as shown in figure 

5.5, which therefore reduces the overall processing time. 

c::) 

PARALLEL TASK STRUCTURE 

~~ 
MATRIX ~~~ ASSEMBLY 

& SOLUTION 
tile 

1 ' . .. : •.... 

NON-LINEARITY Ii COMPENSATION 

TOTAL DURATION 

• 

~ 

is 

SEQUENTIAL DURATION 

Figure 5.5 Medium level parallel FE structure 

5.3.4 Low level parallelism: Simultaneous matrix assembly and solution 

As mentioned earlier, not only can we exploit the inherent parallelism of the high 

level task of solution and compensation, but we can also exploit the inherent 

parallelism within them. Looking at the matrix assembly/solution task shown in 

figure 5.6, we can see that the system consists of five tasks. The relative percentage 
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of processing time for each task is also shown. 

In our system we are able to run the task of assembling the global stiffness matrix 

simultaneously with the triangulation task, with the same approach used in section 

5.3.4. Thus when the first node of the second element has been assembled in the 

global stiffness matrix, shown in figure 5.1, the first element of that matrix can be 

sent to the triangulation task and the two tasks run virtually simultaneously on 

separate processors. This low-level task structure is shown in figure 5.6. 

Linear assembly and solution task 

ASSEMBLE ASSEMBLE ASSEMBLE TRIANGULATE BACK 
i----'I ~) => ~ ELEMENTAL ~ GLOBAL i-------->-. GLOBAL SUBSTITlmON 

STIFF MATRIX STIFF MATRIX r------..- LOAD VECI'OR ~ 
MATRIX ~% 

10~ 39% 2% 39 10~ 

Parallel assembly and solution 

ASSEMBLE ASSEMBLE ASSEMBLE 

~ ELEMENTAL ~ LOAD VECI'OR ~ GLOBAL 
STIFF MATRIX STIFF MATRIX 

10~ 2~ 39~ Processor 1 
>L 

TRIANGULATE 
f----'-. 

BACK 
f::::> GLOBAL r------v' 

SUBSTITUTION 

MATRIX 39% 10% Processor 2 
F1qure 5.6 Low level paralle11sm 

5.4 Results 

The resultant parallel processing structure was implemented on a Meiko computing 

surface and used four T800 25Mhz transputers, distributed as shown in figure 5.7. 

The 100 element, 2D combined beam-rod FE package, with geometric non-linearity 

compensation (described in appendix E2) was run on a 386 33Mhz PC with maths 
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co-processor. This was used as the bench mark to which the transputer based systems 

were compared. 
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Solution Processor 2 Processor 3 Assembly 

SOLUTION COMPENSATION 

Figure 5.7 Processor d1strlbut1on 

Table 5.1 shows the comparison of processing times between the PC version, the 

sequential transputer version (on one transputer), the parallel domain decomposition 

version (on four transputers) and the inherent parallelism version, also on four 

transputers. It can be seen that the exploitation of inherent parallelism approach 

produced a slightly shorter processing time than the divide and conquer approach 

(25%). A processing time ratio of 23.2 represents a 96% reduction in FE engine 

processing time compared to the PC version. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of processing architecture 

386 PC 1*T800 4*T800 
Divide Inherent 

Processing 2.23 0.28 0.12 0.09 
time secs 

Time ratio 1. 00 7.9 18.2 23.2 
PC based 

Time ratio 1.0 2.3 2.9 
Transputer 
based 

5.5 Discussion 

The largest contribution to processing time reduction was achieved by the change 

from PC to transputer based sequential FE. This was because the transputer, is a 64 

bit processor with on-board maths co-processor, and does not have to perform the 

"house keeping operations" of the PC. The inherent parallelism approach produced 

shorter processing times than the divide and conquer approach due to the former 

requiring less data to transmit between processors and not requiring sequential 

processing to calculate the common nodes. 

Further increases in processing speed would require the use of faster processors. The 

Intel i860 vector processor, for example, can run over 18 times faster than the Inmos 

IMST805 transputer [52]. Although this vector processor could deliver the processing 

time reductions required for the 2D package, running the sequential version of the FE 

program, for a 3D version of the package, using plate elements, 2,800 elements 

would be required. Each of these would take 100% longer to compute, requiring 86 

times more processing power. Thus the principals of inherent parallelism would 

again need to be exploited if the processing requirements of the 3D version were to 

be met. 

The principal of exploiting a structure's inherent parallelism has been shown to 
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produce significant reductions in overall task duration. The concept of passing partial 

data, instead of waiting until all the data is ready at the end of a task, is the main 

reason for this reduction. These principals are the same as those of concurrent 

engineering, which is not surprising since both parallel processing and CE attempt to 

solve the same problems of long processing or product development lead times. 
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CHAPTER 6 DESIGN TRIALS 

6.0 Introduction to chapter 6 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of an experiment to determine 

the capability of the Design by Manufacturing Simulation (DMS) approach by 

allowing a designer to perform detailing design and conceptual design tasks. The 

duration of these tasks is recorded and compared with mean prototyping times of the 

conventional TRW design system. The designer's reaction to the system and his 

suggestions for improvement are also presented. 

6.1 Assessing the conventional prototyping system 

The lead time and constituents of the existing, collaborating companies, prototyping 

system were obtained by examination of company production schedules and 

interviewing operators and practitioners concerned with this system. This evaluation 

was carried out prior to designer trials to avoid prejudicing those trials. The average 

lead times of a range of typical clips was determined in order to establish a standard. 

This was achieved by considering the outputs of the prototyping stage which are 

required to satisfy the customer. This information was captured to allow a 

comparison between the average lead time data, available from the collaborators 

records, and the results of the trials. Before they can place an order the customer 

requires the following from the supplier:--

Unit cost for the design: The costing data is generated from the drawing of the 

designed part and is based on multiplying a company specific cost factor by the 

design's blank weight. A margin is then added to the production run cost to produce 

the cost to the customer. 

Lead time for first delivery of sample parts and production parts: The product 

lead time is calculated by the addition of a standard product development lead time 
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to the date of the first available production slot. 

Confinnation of confonnity of the design to specification: Specification 

conformity is measured directly from the sample part. 

Sample part for assembly and liCe trials. 

The sample part is produced using hand operated presses with simple general purpose 

tooling. 

6.2 Sequence of events in the conventional system 

It is evident from the previous description that the costing task cannot start until a 

drawing of the part is available. Similarly, the sample part cannot be produced until 

an annotated drawing is available. The specification conformity cannot be checked 

until the sample part is produced. 

Thus the sequence of events that go to satisfy the customer are:-

a) Part design, the production of drawings and lead time calculation. 

b) Sample part production and costing calculation. 

c) Specification conformity testing. 

6.2.1 Lead time constituents 

The lead time associated with each part, stored by the collaborators, varies with its 

complexity or novelty. Considering the design of edge clips and 'P' clips which are 

typical of the metallic fastenings produced by the company, the average prototyping 

lead time is defined as the 'customer enquiry' to 'sample part information availability' 

time. According to company records, for six typical edge clips shown in figure 6.1, 

the constituents of the lead times are:-

a) Confirmation of lead time, which is completed by end of week 1 

b) Part drawings are available by end of week 1 

c) Prototype samples are manufactured and tested by the end of week 2 
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It can be seen from these figures that the lead time for these operations is prescribed, 

not measured, and contains time when the design is waiting to be worked on. 

In order to remove the waiting time, to get a more realistic product prototyping 

design lead time, the operators, designers and practitioners were interviewed to 

establish their estimates of waiting time. 

RETAINING CLIP PANEL RETAINER 

':---d. 

LOCKING WASHER EDGE CLIP FOR PIPE CLIP 

C~ ~ 
RETAINER, ROOF JOINT SEAT PAN RETAINER 

Figure 6.1 Typical retaining clips 

After consulting the design director, during preliminary trials, the minimum time 

required to design and draft a part was established as 6 hours. The minimum time 

to perform the costing and lead time estimation was assessed as 4 hours. After 

consulting with the prototyping technicians the minimum manufacturing time 

including heat treatment of the part was 3 days, or 24 working hours. Lastly, the 

testing of the sample part was established as taking a minimum of 6 hours. 

It is appreciated that these estimates of minimum lead time, for an average part, may 

be biased, with people over or under estimating according to their own interests, and 

that the solutions are assumed to be right first time. 

Thus according to the stored lead time data the average prototype lead time is two 

weeks, or 80 working hours. Yet, from our interviews we have established that the 

minimum prototype lead time for the edge clips of figure 6.1 is 36 working hours. 
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As the costing and lead time calculation can be carried out concurrently with sample 

part manufacture. 

6.3 Objectives of experiment 

The purpose of the experiment was to: 

Determine whether the DMS system can be used by an experienced designer 

to perform detail design tasks. (6.3.1) 

Determine if the DMS system can be used by an experienced designer to 

perform conceptual design tasks. (6.3.2) 

To compare the design/prototyping lead times of the current company system 

with those obtained using the DMS approach. (6.3.3) 

To record the designer's reaction to the system and his recommendations for 

improvement. (6.3.4) 

To verify that we have captured the current system limitations to allow the 

potential of the DMS approach to be considered. (6.3.5) 

To verify that the current training requirements have been met. (6.3.6) 

6.4 Experiment design 

To satisfy the above, the experiment requires: 

A training session. 

Detailing design task. 

Conceptual design task. 

Debriefing session. 

6.4.1 Structure of training session 

The training session was videoed, to capture whether the training information was 

transferred in the correct order and level. This allowed us to record the user's 

questions to the instructor, providing feedback on the effectiveness of the tuition. 
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Initially the function of the DMS system was explained, along with its current 

limitations. Following this, the system operation was demonstrated by the instructor 

answering any questions put forward by the user, and if necessary, demonstrating 

features and functions to answer them. The user was asked to produce a number of 

typical clip features, sufficient to allow production of a range of clips. Again the 

demonstrator answered any questions, but resisted taking over if things went wrong. 

The transcript of the tutorial session was used to analyze the training sequence and 

determine improvements that could be made to the tutorial session. 

The purpose of the tuition was to get the designer to a level where he was able to 

carry out design tasks. At this point, the system responsibility was transferred from 

instructor to user. 

6.4.2 Detail design 

The input to the detail design task is the output from conceptual design. This output 

consisted of a number of possible solutions with critical dimensions and functional 

requirements. The capability of the design to fulfil the functional requirements and 

the generation of the remaining dimensions was the role of detail design. After 

tuition, the designer was presented with a drawing of a conceptual solution with 

critical dimensions and insertion force requirements. The user was asked to produce 

that solution on the system. The conformity to functional and dimensional 

requirements was checked and the system capability assessed. 

6.4.3 Conceptual design 

The input to conceptual design was a customer requirement set. In terms of a clip, 

typically the requirement would be to hold a part at a fixed distance from a surface 

with a specified clamping and insertion force. The specification was to be presented 

on a medium which would not imply a particular solution. It was, therefore, 

presented on a transparency so that the user was able to rotate and invert the problem 

to further explore it. (Obviously this capability could be incorporated in a future 

version of the system.) The capability of the system, with regard to conceptual 
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design, was assessed by comparing the solution with the original customer 

specification. 

6.4.4 Capturing system limitations and designer recommendations 

To be effective, both experimental objective 6.3.4 and 6.3.6 required the user's 

words and actions to be analyzed. Although a video camera is able to capture this 

type of information, its presence can have a detrimental effect. Past experience has 

shown it to be less distracting when the camera was placed behind the user, facing 

the screen, so that the user would soon forget about it. The video footage was then 

transcribed to obtain the users comments and recommendations. 

To ensure validity, the experimenters did not prompt the user, as this could provoke 

biased answers. For this reason it was decided that the user be interviewed by his 

own design director, as though he had been to a training course on a new CAD 

system. In this way the questions did not come from the experimenter, but were the 

questions that the Company would ask of any CAD system vendor. 

It was thus important that the design director had not used the system previously and 

that the experimenters were not present during the debriefing session, as again this 

might have biased what is said. The video camera remained running during the 

ensuing discussion. Additional questions were asked by the experimenters after the 

trials and debriefing, to ensure coverage of all salient points, including improvements 

to the system and the implications of a fully implemented system on their business 

performance. 

6.4.5. Experimental environment 

The software was written in Microsoft Quickbasic, as described in chapters 3 & 4, 

and was run on an ICL 486 33Mhz personal computer. The trials were carried on 

the premises of the collaborating company over a period of 2 days. 

The designer selected was in his mid-30's and had 8 years experience in clip design 

using CAD systems. The designer was used to working on a workstation-based 

Unigraphics CAD system with large screens. 
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6.S Implementation of design trials 

After an initial explanation of the system and description of its limitations, the use of 

the input and output devices was demonstrated. The manufacture of clip features was 

shown, and the designer was guided through a series of design tasks. The duration 

of this tutorial session was one hour. 

The designer was given two dimensioned clips, with insertion force specification, to 

detail; The first was a 'P' clip used for attaching pipes and the second a wiring loom 

clip. Following this, the designer was set a conceptual design task of attaching a 

brake pipe to a plate and providing the required push-in force. At the end of the 

design session the designer was debriefed by the design director, and their resulting 

discussion was recorded, a transcript of which can be found in appendix B4. 

6.6 Results of training session 

6.6.1 Explanation of input/output system 

The DMS methodology was explained to the designer, followed by an explanation of 

the program's main menu structure. Selection of each of the main menu functions 

was demonstrated using the mouse. The layout of the menus is shown in figure 6.2. 

The use of the following selection menus: Material menu; Machine menu and the 

Tool menu were demonstrated. 

The material types available were mild steel or stainless steel in widths of 20mm 

or lOmm. 

The machine menu contained two types of material indexing clamps and a mandrel 

for forming operations. 

The tool types available were either blade tools, for forming operations or a crop tool 

for severing material. 

The Testing menu and the Edit menu program interrupt functions were 

demonstrated. 

The Measure functions ability to allow the designer to measure the relative X and 

Y distances between two points was demonstrated. 
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The Assemble functions ability to allow the designer to perform trial assembly, 

returning a force which is related to the push-in force was demonstrated. 

The Edit function was demonstrated and allowed the user to replay the design 

session and stop it at any point and continue to design from that point. 

The Showdata function allowed the designer to see the manufacturing data generated 

at any point during the design session. 

Motion input; the control of machine motion through cursor key input and the 

selection of active tool through the number pad was also conveyed to the designer. 
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6.6.2 Program limitations 

Program limitations were explained to the designer and are documented in appendix 

Bl. The major limitations were due to low finite element resolution, required in 

order that the program ran at an acceptable pace. The incomplete interaction rule 

base also led to occasional program failure but, as before, a complete rule set would 

be prohibitively slow. Once the designer was made aware of these limitations he 

proved able to avoid them. In a fully implemented system both the FE engine and the 

interaction rule base would be fully embedded and almost all the limitations of the 

program would be obviated. 

6.6.3 Describing the technology model 

The purpose and rationale behind the use of the finite element modelling method and 

the requirement for an interaction rule set was explained to the designer. The 

processing requirements of the geometric modeller, FE engine and interaction rule 

base were used to explain the limitations of the BENDSIM package, (title of DMS 

software package). It was also explained how the package determined whether the 

material was clamped or loaded and in what direction. In the main, for the fUlly 

implemented system the need for such description would be unnecessary, as such 

system features would be transparent. 
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6.6.4 Demonstration of clip features 

The following clip features were demonstrated:-

90° swept bend; prebend and squash; forming around a mandrel; cropping and the 

testing feature, these are shown in figure 6.3. A transcript of the questions asked and 

the suggestions made by the designer can be found in appendix B2 

I F·~-8) 

I 
90° bend Former 

Squash Test 

Figure 6.3 Demonstrated clip features 
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6.6.5 Practice session 

The designer selected raw material and a clamp and formed a 90° bend, followed by 

a 45° bend in the opposite direction. The designer then restarted the program and 

this time selected a former and attempted to form the material around it. Lastly, the 

designer selected a crop tool, performed a crop on the material and bent the freed 

end. A transcript of the full practice session can be found in appendix B3. 

6.7 Detail designing experiment 

The designer was asked to detail the clip shown in figure 6.4 which is known as an 

pipe clip or 'P' clip. The tolerances on the design were unusually generous to cope 

with the limitations of resolution of the FE element engine. Each finite element 

represented 4 mm of material. 

Initially the designer needed to reorient the problem. As can be seen in figure 6.5, 

the designer worked back from the right hand end of the clip, forming the features 

as he progressed through the design process. 

Line of insertion 
Force max SOON 

45mm+/- 5mm I 

Figure 6.4 Detail design problem, P clip 
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After two attempts at detailing the design, the task was completed. The final clip was 

composed of 29 elements and the total design duration for the successful clip was 19 

minutes and 52 seconds 

Duration 50 sec 

Duration 6 min 46 sec 

Duration 19 min 52 sec 

Duration 5 45 sec 

R~w Mat Maohine Tooling T.sting t ........ ! ••• , •• , ...... , ....... j, ........... , ••• , •• , ....... , .... , ... , .... , ........ , ........... ..,. .......... , ........... . 

f 
E- __ ~'W 

Duration 17 min 28 sec 

Figure 6.S Snapshot of detail 

design task 

The manufacturing data generated at the end of the design is detailed in appendix B5. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the conformity to the initial design specification. All but the tag 

angle and insertion force were within specification. The clamp force depicted is 1250 

newtons, which is over twice the specified force and would require a redesign of 

clamp gap. The tag angle is 60 degrees which is 5 degrees over the maximum 

allowable. The design session duration in total was approximately 45 min. 
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Fiqure 6.6 Conformity to design 

The second detail design task was a wiring loom clip. Figure 6.7 shows the initial 

problem specification. Figure 6.8 shows the development of the features which 

compose the clip, together with the associated timings. 

Fiqure 6.7 Detail design loom clip 
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The full manufacturing data set, seen in appendix B5, shows the data captured during 

the design task. This includes scheduling, stock control, machine control and testing 

data. The last display of figure 6.8 shows the manufacturing data as it is displayed 

to the user. Figure 6.9 shows the conformity to specification of the wiring loom clip. 

In this case all the dimensions are within tolerance. 

Raw Mat Machine Tooling Testing Edit Hel 
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Figure 6.9 Geometric conformity 

6.8 Conceptual design experiment 

The designer was presented with a design specification in the form of an engineering 

problem, shown in figure 6.10, which consisted of fixing a brake pipe to a flat plate. 

The problem definition, was presented to the designer on a transparency in the same 

scale as the screen, thus no dimensions were required on the drawing. The designer 

used the transparency to invert and rotate the problem and to reorientate it during the 

design process. The designer was told he could use any available means to solve the 

problem. 
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Line of insertion 
Force max SOON 

Plate 
Brake Pipe 

Figure 6.10 conceptual design task 

During the first attempt the designer described the features of the clip as he 

manufactured them. He also carried out an insertion test as soon as the pipe holding 

feature was created. By the third attempt the designer was successful, which is 

shown in figure 6.11, and his solution represents a 'P' clip. The manufacturing data 

produced at the end of the conceptual design task is shown in appendix B5. 
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Figure 6.11 Snapshot of conceptual design task 
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6.9 Discussion of results 

6.9.1 Comparison of lead times 

If we compare the prototype development lead time of the OMS system with the 

prototyping lead time of the conventional system (excluding the manufacturing time 

to produce the sample) the conventional approach takes a minimum of 12 hours. In 

the OMS system, the designer was able to detail a design in less than 20 minutes and 

carried out a conceptual design task in less than 8 minutes. If we consider, as for the 

conventional approach, a right first time scenario, the lead time for the OMS 

approach is 20 min, or 2.8% of the conventional approach, hence it offers a 97.2% 

reduction in prototype data generation lead time. This reduction is further discussed 

in chapter 7. 

Prototyping lead time comparison 

6 hrs 

I 
4hrs Design 

! 
8 min 12 hrs 

Fiqure 6.12 Lead time comparison: OMS v Conventional 

Figure 6.12 shows a Ghant chart of the prototyping lead times for the conventional 

approach and the OMS approach. 
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6.9.2 Identification of manufacturing data 

During the practice session the show data function was demonstrated and the designer 

was asked to identify each data set displayed on the screen. As seen in appendix B3, 

the transcript of the practice session, the designer correctly identified the type and 

function of the manufacturing data. This demonstrates that the manufacturing data 

is presented in a format which is both familiar to the designer and which he can 

utilise as a guide during design. The designer was asked whether 'measure' was a 

testing function, the designer responded that it was, since it is part of the design 

specification. He was also asked if he was happy with the solution and when would 

he normally stop. He replied that he would stop when the design met the 

requirements of geometry and function set down in the specification, although he 

would usually try to give the customer a couple of solutions. 

During the conceptual design task the designer stated "I'm going to make a 'P' clip". 

He was therefore detailing a solution which he already had in his mind. When asked 

if it was possible to produce another solution he was unable to see anything other than 

a 'P' clip as capable of solving the problem. Upon closer questioning the designer 

revealed that he had assumed additional limitations which were not in the initial 

problem specification. These included that the pipe must be clamped, ie that it must 

not rattle about and that if the edge of the panel was accessible this must be used as 

the anchorage. Both of these additional constraints would perhaps normally be 

imposed by the customer, but were not specified in our problem. 

6.9.3 Debriefing sessions 

When the design director debriefed the designer, the scenario was that the designer 

had been for a one day workshop on a new CAD system and was reporting back to 

the design director. The design director had not seen the system previously and all 

the questions were his own. A full transcript of interview can be found in appendix 

B4. 
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The design director asked how the DMS differed from their own CAD system. To 

which the designer answered "it mainly takes into consideration the tools that are 

available, you are designing for manufacture, which is completely different to any 

CAD package we've used". He was struck by the way in which the material 

behaved, which he considered very realistic. 

The designer agreed that the system would solve the problem of designing parts which 

they could not make and found the user interface easy to use. He considered that the 

system would allow a new designer to design clips and would "put reins on him" to 

stop him designing anything that could not be manufactured. This would thus allow 

him to make things earlier in his career. 

When talking about the expertise currently required to calculate clip push-in forces 

the designer said; 

"One thing that it allows you to do is create a feature and halfway through the design 
cycle you can create a feature and before you design the rest of the clip you can say 
'okay' lets test that to see if it will give us 100 newtons minimum pull-off, if it does 
lets continue with this design. If it doesn't, lets bend a little bit more around this 
former until we're getting the required pull-off and then carry on with the design. 
For an early working model it looks very promising" 

When asked whether the system imposed limits on him, the designer replied; 

"its not engineering by constraint. It does put some reins on you but you can try and 
manufacture a solution in a different way". 

The design director asked "So its an engineer's tool not a secretary's tool?" 

To which the designer responded, "Definitely .. definitely " . 

6.10 Conclusions 

6.10.1 Was DMS used as a means of detail design? 

Though the software has many limitations the designer was able to adapt to them and 

was capable of performing detail design task after only 1 hours tuition. He was able 

to comprehend and use the manufacturing data generated by the system to check and 

modify design features in order to better conform to specification. The representation 

of material behaviour was considered realistic by the designer. He was capable of 

producing complex features with a very limited tool set. It was concluded that the 

designer was capable of using the DMS approach to perform detailed design tasks. 
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6.10.2 Was DMS used as a conceptual design tool? 

Although the designer did produce a solution to the conceptual design task it did not 

fulfil the specification regarding push-in forces due to time constraints. It was also 

evident that the designer had assumed a solution to the conceptual design problem in 

his head before he started the design development. This was primarily due to his 

predisposition to re-use an existing solution. He was, therefore, detailing that 

solution and not using the system to develop a concept. We were, therefore, unable 

to assess if the system could be used for conceptual design tasks. The designer found 

it difficult to find an alternative solution to the first conceptual design solution. This 

suggests that the designer may need to change his way of thinking in order to 

effectively use DMS for conceptual design. Thus we can conclude that the approach 

at present only allows the designer to rapidly detail conceptual designs rather than 

create them. 

6.10.3 Has DMS produced the lead time reductions expected? 

The experiment demonstrated the potential lead time reduction that can be realised by 

using the DMS approach. The percentage reduction described was based on estimates 

calculated from conventional lead times, and on just three clips. The reduction in 

prototyping data generation lead time was, however, so great that the results were 

still significant. Our own trials, carried out at the University of Portsmouth, have 

shown that still shorter design lead times can be achieved when detailing similar clips. 

The main constraint on design lead times was identified as the speed of the package. 

Utilising more and/or faster processors will obviously reduce this design lead time. 

It is proposed that if a customer were to make an enquiry in the morning, several 

design solutions, with costing, lead time and specification conformity data, could be 

supplied by the afternoon, enhancing customer-supplier relationships. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCURRENCY 

7.0 Introduction to chapter 7 

In this chapter we investigate the reasons for the prototyping lead time reductions 

reported in chapter 6. The production and format of manufacturing data output is 

described. The concept of concurrent data generation is discussed and a method of 

measuring the levels of concurrency is developed. Possible reasons for the 

discrepancy between maximum theoretical lead time reductions and those actually 

achieved are put forward. 

7.1 Manufacturing data set 

T PRODUCT U DESIGN IGIS.Dn: D PROCESS UNIAPT U A PLANNING NC PROGRAMS 

RESOURCE WORK SCHIDULIS U A 
S 

SCHEDULING IIRPII 

U TESTING T 
K COSTING UA 
S 

ORDERING BILL OJI IlATlRIAL8 

REQUIREMENTS IIRPII U 

Figure 7.1 Manufacturing data output 
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One of the principles of concurrent engineering is that downstream manufacturing 

data is created and verified during the design stage. Manufacturing data is 

conventionally split into a number of discrete types, each usually generated within 

separate departments. This separation of roles leads to a large duplication of data 

entry at each department boundary. In addition, each department must wait for the 

other to generate its data before it can carry out its own calculations or task. The 

main manufacturing data types of: Geometric data; machine control data; scheduling 

data, testing data, costing data and materials requirement data and are shown in figure 

7.1. 

7.1.1 Generating the geometric data set 

As described in figure 7.2 the simulation package produces a wire frame model of the 

product. 

Figure 7.2 Wire frame model of clip 

This geometric model was a by-product of the design by simulation process, as it is 

not the primary source of information used to generate the manufacturing data (as in 

feature extraction design systems). This does not mean that the model can not be 
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transferred to a conventional CAD package for rendering. Figure 7.3 shows the effect 

of such a transfer, (The wire frame coordinates were output in AutoCAD script file). 

Figure 7.3 CAD rendered clip 

7.1.2 Generation of Machine control data 

An experimental Carr P95 pneumatic forming machine was used as the manufacturing 

base for the DMS system. Unlike CNC folding machines and brake presses, which 

have a single actuation axis, this machine can have a number of axis set at different 

positions and angles (described in section 7.1.3). The NC format is described in 

appendix Dl and a typical element, which was generated by the simulation package, 

is shown in figure 7.4. 
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NOOIO G90 
N0020 UOI 
N0030 G53XOZO 
N0040 U02 
NOO50 G53XOZO 
NOO60 U03 
NOO70 G53XOZO 

., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.J 

N0080 G91 ., 

Set tools at home position 

N0090 UOI I _ Set incremental, Select tool, Move XZ 
NOlOO TlOO I 
NOllO G54XIOOZ20 .J Figure 7.4 Machine control data, NC code 

7.1.3 Generating setup data in relation to machine configuration 

The information required by the setter, which is at present a manual operation, can 

be related to the type of machine, a list of tools and actuators, and their position on 

the machine bed. In the case of the rotary table the actuator position was described 

in terms of angles, whereas the linear machine requires an axial coordinate position, 

plus a sign to designate upper or lower bed. (No radial or perpendicular positioning 

is required as these are properties of the keyways of the machine bed as shown in 

figure 7.5). The setter receives the setup information on a set up request form, a 

copy of which can be found in appendix D2. 

ACTUATOR 

KEYWAY ~- I aoo +"""r-
..... 

'" ~ f-~ 

\ L J 
L=-...J 

ROTARVBED UNEAR BED 

Fiqure 7.5 Actuator & Tool set positions 
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During the design process the designer selects the machine tool they are to work with 

from those available. As the design progresses the designer selects tooling from the 

tool menu. At this point the designer is asked to input the actuator to which the tool 

is to be attached. The tool then appears at the end of the actuator, with tool or clamp 

jaws appearing at the home position of the selected machine bed. The position of 

the tool is then set by the user by indexing the actuator either around or along the 

key-way of the bed. These selections are automatically entered into the set request 

form as they are made, thus as the design progresses the set up data is generated. 

Figure 7.4 shows the format of the set up data as it would be sent to the machine and 

in the format presented to the designer in figure 7.6. 

MACHINE SETUP DATA 

M/C:
ACTUAT 
TOOL 
OFFSET 
ANGLE 

CARR P95 
V02 SET 
T02 
52 
1800 

Figure 7.6 Setup data format 

7.1.4 Scheduling data 

As the entire production of a clip is carried out on a single machine, the scheduling 

data is minimal and consists of the machine type to be used and the manufacturing 

time of the designed clip, plus the set up time. The required scheduling data, in 

company format, can be found in appendix D3. In order to schedule a machine tool 

two pieces of information are required, the first being the name or identifier of 

machine, the second the duration for which it is required. The first piece of 

information is captured during the selection of the tool or machine. However, the 

second requires the assessment of the production time, made up from the set up and 

part manufacture times, which are then multiplied by the number of components to 

be produced. 
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The part manufacture time is calculated from the assemblage of all actuator usage 

times, assuming that only one actuator moves at a time and there is always an 

actuator moving. The tool or actuator usage and duration were defined as:-

USAGE = No. STEPS * AXIS. VEL 

DURATION = E USAGE 

Only when an actuator is in motion was the usage calculation carried out, as during 

simulation the designer will pause, thus by only assembling the motion times, the 

usage is synchronized to the production time. 

The set up time is determined by the assembly of the standard set times which are 

associated with each tool, actuator and clamp, and are again stored in the actuator and 

tool libraries. In order to complete the scheduling data the size of the production run 

needs to be entered by the designer. 

The total production time is thus calculated by multiplying the manufacture time by 

the number of components and adding this to the set up time. The format of the 

scheduling data is shown in figure 7.7. 

Tool design and manufacture are not included in the scheduling as this is not yet a 

feature of the simulation package. The production time is referred to as a machine 

run time per 1000 components. 

SCHEDULING DATA 

SETUP 
TOOL MAINTENCE/IOOO 
RUN/lOOO 
TOTAL RUN 
LEAD TIME 

Figure 7.7 Scheduling data format 
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7.1.5 Costing Data 

As a tool or machine is selected so the set up rate for that tool is loaded from the 

model library along with the predetermined usage rate. In addition to a machine run 

cost there is a tool maintence cost which differs, in that, the former is the length of 

time the tool or machine is unavailable for use elsewhere, and the latter the time that 

the tool is forming or the axis moving. Again a maintenance rate is loaded from the 

model library. 

RUN.COST = USAGE.RATE * USAGE 

TOOL. COST = MAINTENCE.RA TE * LIFE 

The material rate is loaded from the model library and the material cost calculated as 

shown below, with no allowance being made for recoverable waste. 

MA TERIAL.COST = MATERIAL.RA TE * MATERIAL. VOLUME 

Thus the marginal cost for the component is calculated. 

MARGINAL.COST=RUN.COST + TOOL.COST + MATERIAL. COST 

Once the size of the production run is input, by the designer, then the total production 

run cost is calculated. 

TOTAL.COST=(PROD.RUN * MARGINAL.COSn + SETUP.COST 

Design costs have not been included, although design session duration can be 

calculated and converted by multiplying by a designer rate to produce the design cost. 

Overhead rates have also not been included as the allocation could be in terms of 

machine time, man hours or design lead time and therefore does not represent a cost 

which can be attributed to the designed part alone. It is envisaged that as the 
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sophistication and scope of the simulation increase, so the costs of lighting, rates, 

secretarial support etc. can be attributed to an individual part, thus removing the need 

for an overhead rate costing. 

Figure 7.8 shows this costing data in the format that it is presented to the designer. 

COSTING DATA 

SETUP 
TOOL/lOOO 
MATERIAL/lOOO 
RUN/lOOO 
TOTAL RUN 

£ 12 
£ .133 
£ .450 
£ 2.79 
£249.9 

Figure 7.8 Format of costing data 

7.1.6 Stock Control Data 

Upon selection of a material in the simulation the thickness, width, type and modulus 

are loaded into the machine library. The length of material used to make the 

component is determined by multiplying the number of elements in the FE model by 

the original element length. The volume is also calculated for use in the cost 

calculator. The data is presented in the form of material requirements, material 

dimensions and material type. This data is converted into stores requisitions by 

multiplying the length of material required for the part by the number of parts to give 

a total length. A copy of the company format can be found in appendix D3. Figure 

7.9 shows the format that this stock control data is presented to the designer. 

STOCK CONTROL DATA 

MA TERIAL GRADE 
THICKNESS 
WIDTH 
BLANK LENGTH 
BLANK WEIGHT 
WEIGHT/RUN 

Figure 7.9 Format of stock control data 
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7.1.7 Testing and measuring data 

The FE model used during the simulation can itself be used for testing the 

functionality of the part during the simulation. For example the insertion force of a 

pipe into a particular feature can be determined and is shown in figure 7.10 along 

with the testing data as it is presented to the designer. A geometric model of the 

pipe or plate which is to be clamped is selected by the user from the component 

library. This model can be manipulated in the same way as a tool then inserted into 

a clamp feature. As the model is inserted it contacts the FE mesh and produces load 

constraints which cause the FE model to deflect and open. The load steps applied to 

the model are increased until the part is inserted. By displaying this load, both the 

insertion force and the clamping force can be determined. The original positions of 

the mesh nodes are stored so that design can continue after testing. The testing 

function thus allows determination of part insertion force within the design phase 

which can be compared to the design speci fication. 

The measure function allows the designer to select any two points on the design and 

measure the relative distance between them. Thus the designer can manufacture to 

specific functional dimensions provided that the machine is capable of manufacturing 

to the required resolution. This design conformity data can be seen in figure 7.10. 
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Brake pipe positioned for 
insertion test 

Clip deflects and opens 
due to applied load 

Insertion force increment 
applied 

Pipe inserted total force 
displayed to designer 

Figure 7.10 Testing pipe insertion force into clip 

TESTING DATA 

MEASURE 40mm Imm 
MEASURE SOmm 41mm 
FORCE 348N Pipe insertion force 
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7.2 Concurrent data generation 

In the previous chapter we have reported a dramatic reduction in product lead times 

for the DMS approach, but what aspects of the approach are responsible for this 

reduction? In a series of tests carried out at the University of Portsmouth, a number 

of clips were detailed and the manufacturing data produced during each design session 

was captured for later analysis. 

Taking a time-slice during the design process and recording the manufacturing data 

reveals the structure of that data. The degree of concurrent engineering data can be 

calculated by comparing the volume at given intervals, with the final volume of that 

data type at the end of the session. For five typical clips time-slices were taken 

during the design process and the data stored for later use, this data is shown in 

figure 7.17. 

7.3 Measu .. ing concu .... ency 

As mentioned in section 1.3 of chapter 1 and shown in figure 7.11, we can represent 

manufacturing data generation in the form of a Gant chart. In the concurrent 

approach the data blocks appear on top of each other, all sharing the same start and 

finish times. Thus all manufacturing data types are available at the same level of 

completion, at the same time. The partial concurrency model shows the effect known 

as ' scarfing' where there is a degree of concurrency, but the start and finish times of 

each data type do not coincide. 

We have segmented the manufacturing data into six subsets: geometric data; stock 

requirement data; costing data; lead time data; testing data and machine control data. 

The completeness of these data sets is defined as 0% at time zero and 100% at the 

end of the design. In the case of machine control data, the number of NC code lines 

is used as the measure of data present. By dividing the last line number of a 

particular time-slice by the final line number at the end of the design the percentage 

manufacturing data volume can be calculated. A similar approach is used to 

determine the volume of costing, stock requirement and lead time data. The volume 

of geometric data is calculated by counting the number of bend or clip features at the 
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end of the design and then assessing the number of features at the time slice. The 

total number of specified dimensions and force requirements of the design 

specification is used to define a 100% volume of testing data. The percentage volume 

of testing data at the time-slice is calculated by counting the number of measure or 

force statements. 

SCHEDU\JNa 
CE 

FINA'!ICE 

IWIfAC1\IING 
DISPAroH 

a; 

SE 

SE 

SEQUENTIAL 
ENGINEERING 

PARTIAL 
PCE CONCURRENT 

ENGINEERING 

CE CONCURRENT 
ENGINEERING 

Fiqure 7.11 Manufacturing data generation structures 

7.4 Distribution of manufacturing data during clip design 

By analysing figures 7.12 to 7.16 and collectively using figure 7.17, if we take a 

time-slice at 25%, 50% and 75% across the data types, after 25% of the design 

duration we have on average 39.6% of the manufacturing data available. At 50% of 

the duration we have 59 % of the manufacturing data and at 75 % duration we have 

73.6% of the manufacturing data. A comparison between complete CE and DMS 

data distribution is shown in 7.18. 

If we look at the stock requirement data set, we see that at 25 % of duration we have 
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62% of the data. Looking at the costing and lead time data, at 25% duration 18.6% 

of the data is available and at 75 % duration there is 59 % data available. 

The higher than expected percentage of manufacturing data at 25 % duration is due 

to setting up of the simulated machine. 

Geometric 

-L 
SUfk 

25% 

CB 

5 % 

TIME 
75% 

Figure 7.18 Comparison of data set volume 

7.5 Discussion: beyond concurl'ency 

1()()% 

0% 

From the manufacturing data sets distribution of figure 7.18, it can be seen that the 

distribution of average data volumes correlates with the percentage of lead time, (at 

the mid point of design we have half the data for all data types), this shows that all 

data types are generated concurrently. This almost complete concurrency of our 

manufacturing data generation cannot explain the 97.1 % reduction in prototyping lead 

time. The maximum reduction in lead time due to concurrency alone would be that 

of the longest component lead time, ie. 6hrs for the design task, which would give 

a percentage reduction of 63 %. Thus the task durations themselves must have been 

reduced. The design task was 6 hours, which was reduced to 20 minutes using the 

DMS system which is an 83% reduction. 
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The major factors in achieving greater lead time reductions than can be attributed to 

concurrency alone are:-

Single operator unified system 

Our system is operated by a single user, were as the conventional system requires at 

least 16 practitioners, thus we do not have the communication burden of the 

conventional system. In addition we have a unified software system thus there is no 

requirement for data translation and transmission, which occurs with distributed 

systems. 

Removal of waiting time 

Considering the costing function, when a request arrives it sits waiting to be worked 

on whilst another part is costed. Once calculated, the costing and lead time data must 

be signed off by a director before it can be sent to the customer. Again unless the 

director has no other work the costing will wait to be signed. 

Eliminating a task 

In the conventional system, although the design task is carried out on a CAD system 

it takes several hours to draft a design. Whereas, in our system, the geometric model 

of a part is produced as a by-product of the design process and is not constructed 

afterwards thus the draughting task has been removed. 

Shortening iterative loops 

If the design fails during testing then a redesign is required. This test information 

would have to be fed back through the various managers and the designer, a time 

consuming business. Whereas in the DMS system the designer tests individual 

features and can modify those features instantaneously, thus the length of iterative 

redesign loops is drastically reduced. 
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Automation of a manual task 

The need for a physical test, in order to estimate clamping and insertion forces has 

been removed as this task is now performed by the finite element portion of the OMS 

system. 

7.6 Conclusion 

We can conclude from the previous discussion that the maximum reduction in 

prototyping was due to concurrent data generation (63%), yet an additional 34% 

reduction may be due to the removal of waiting times, the shortening of iterative 

loops and the automation or removal of manual tasks. The experiment has shown that 

the OMS approach can be used as a concurrent engineering tool for the design of 

metallic fastenings. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 

CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.0 Introduction to chapter 8 

Conclusions are drawn and the contribution of the system is assessed in terms of other 

research work. Limits of application are explored and recommendations for further 

work are made. The computational requirements and cost of a fully developed system 

are given. 

8.1 Conclusions 

1) We have demonstrated that the principles of design by manufacturing can be 

successfully applied to the area of forming. 

2) Through designer trials we have shown that the design by manufacturing simulation 

approach can be used as a means of detail designing in the area of forming. 

3) Dramatic reductions in prototyping lead times for forming processes have been 

achieved in trials. 

4) The design by manufacturing simulation approach generates geometric, stock 

requirement, costing, lead time, testing and machine control data concurrently during 

the design phase, contributing significantly to reductions in lead time. 

5) We have successfully integrated a geometric model with a physical model through 

the development of an interaction rule base. 

6) A finite element engine has been fully embedded within the DMS system, which 

requires no direct input from the user. 

7) We have exploited the inherent parallelism of the finite element method and 
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demonstrated significant processing time reductions. 

The great potential of the design by manufacturing simulation approach to drastically 

reduce product lead times has been demonstrated. A 97% reduction in prototyping 

data generation lead time was achieved due in most part to the concurrent production 

of manufacturing data but also due to: the shortening of iterative loops by producing 

a fully integrated system which requires only one operator; the removal of waiting 

time and the automation of manual tasks such as costing. 

Earlier research had suggested that manufacturing simulation could be used as a 

concurrent engineering tool, although they were unable to confirm this as they did not 

measure the data produced during the design process [35]. The DMS approach 

produced concurrent engineering data which was utilised by the designer. The fact 

that the designer considered design, costing, and manufacture leads to the conclusion 

that it can be used as a multidisciplinary tool. 

We have shown that the DMS approach can be used by an experienced designer, with 

just one hours tuition for the task of detail design. The assumption of earlier 

researchers that manufacturing simulation can be used as a conceptual design tool still 

requires further research. 

The simulation system consisted of a geometric modeller, a finite element based 

physical model of material, an interaction rule base and a set of manufacturing data 

calculators. In implementing the system a large processing requirement was 

identified, related to the use and integration of different computer models. These 

had to run in real-time to be an effective design media. In order to satisfy these 

processing requirements parallel processing techniques were investigated. By 

exploiting the inherent parallelism of the FE method and applying the principles of 

partial data transfer, we were able to significantly reduce the processing time for our 

particular application. 

An interaction rule base was used to integrate the set of heterogeneous models. The 

size and complexity of this rule base was extensive, even with restricted axis motion 

and only working in two dimensions. In itself, this illustrated the amount of intuitive 

knowledge required to set up, run and interpret a conventional finite element package. 
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The rule base allowed us to completely embed the FE engine within the system. This 

meant that the designer was focused on the task of bending clips rather than 

constraining a FE package to implicitly simulate the material. The formulation of the 

prototype rule set, which integrated the simulation package, provided a significant 

contribution to the 'usefulness' of the package. 

From the viewpoint of the collaborator, the trials demonstrated the potential for 

reduction of product development lead times with a fully implemented system. This 

will, in the words of the collaborating company's managing director, "better satisfy 

the customer", allowing them 'to make money, now as well as in the future' [1]. 

Indeed, they intend to continue to fund the research, to commercialise it in order to 

realise these benefits. 

8.3 Recommendations for further work 

The designer made a number of suggestions for improvements. These included 

producing a more complete interaction rule base to prevent the simulation from 

producing unrealistic interactions as well as an improved edit facility, including a cut 

and paste option, which introduces the problem of data integrity. 

The most pressing requirement from the collaborating companies perspective, is to 

extend the system to three dimensions to allow the design of more complex clip 

features. The development of a modular, combined hardware/software FE package 

based on plate elements, rather than the combined beam/rod elements currently used, 

is suggested. This modular approach will allow the assembly of a company specific 

package which would contain only those elements required to simulate and test the 

company's product range. 

It is also recommended that a tool design facility should be developed to enable the 

user to create their own tooling and then use this data to produce them. 

Consideration has been given to collaborating with others towards the goal of forming 

a 'virtual manufacturing environment' including manufacturing processes such as 

turning, machining, casting, moulding, electro-discharge machining, welding and 

assembly. Consequentially, this would require the simulation of other manufacturing 

processes such as multi-axis machining. 
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Appendix Al Existing simulation systems 

A1.1 The modelling requirements 

Geometric modellers have generally been used to represent, on a computer screen a 

two or three dimensional representation of a solid or wire frame model. These 

models are often stored as a series of points, lines or curves, along with an 

instruction set which stores their interconnection and assembly sequence. Our 

simulation environment required geometric models of the machines, tooling and raw 

material. 

The raw material is represented as a physical model, using finite element techniques 

must be represented on the screen using a geometric model. The geometric modeller 

has to utilise the output of the FE modeller, (relative nodal displacements) and also 

carry out collision detection tests to provide the nodal constraints information which 

are the input to the FE modeller. 

There are a large number of commercial solid modellers available and these have 

primarily been used in the computer aided design field to produce design models, 

which have no physical attributes. We have, therefore, chosen to look only at those 

modellers which have been used for manufacturing simulation and NC verification 

tasks and which have some form of physical representation of object properties . 

A1.2 Investigation of commercial manufacturing simulators 

CAMCentre's GNCplus[53], Microcompatibles N-See[54] and SmartCam's 

Vericut[28], which are graphical machining and tool path simulators, and BYG's 

GRASP [55], simulation package, were considered as potentially useful commercial 

packages. The capabilities of these packages include clash detection, geometric 

modelling and in some cases physical machining properties. For our system the clash 

detection capability of these packages could be modified to produce FE node 

constraint information through the addition of a model interaction rule base, however 

the source code for such systems are not accessible. Another reason against the use 

of a commercial simulator is that they are primarily geometric modellers and have 
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only a limited physical modelling capability. Grasp allows equations to be assigned 

to entities but is not capable of running an FE package. The NC verification 

packages simulate machining and cutting operations not forming which is not a metal 

removal process. 

In grasp a model is assembled from a number of primitives, cubes, cylinders, etc., 

with the joint relationship specified by the designer. Typically a machine or robot 

models are assembled from 10 to 20 primitives, whereas a FE model would be 

constructed from hundreds or thousands of primitives with a correspondingly large 

number of joints. To represent this physical model geometrically would impose a very 

large processing burden. 

The primary reason for not utilising commercial simulators is that we want to produce 

a unified system which does not require time consuming data format translations. 

As the developed DMS system is intended to be PC based, thus it is hard to justify 

the cost of commercial systems which often run on mainframes or workstations. It 

was therefore decided to develop our own two dimensional geometric modeller, 

allowing us to optimise and dedicate it to the machine simulation task of bending and 

forming. 
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Appendix A2 Material Modelling techniques 

A2.1 Methods of representation of mechanical behaviour. 

Four methods of representing mechanical behaviour are explored:-

A) Deflection curves derived from mechanics of materials theory such as equations 

of bending(eg beam theory). 

B) Bend allowances which are simple equations derived from working practice for 

specific bend features. 

C) Finite element (FE) analysis which again uses mechanics theory. 

D) Stochastic variables (look up tables) with a pre-defined response to input. 

A2.2 Deflection curves from mechanics theory. 

This is best illustrated by using beam theory to examine a simple cantilevered beam 

(figure A2.1). 

x-a 

L 

Figure A2.1 Encastre beam end loaded 

To obtain the deflection curve for a beam the basic differential equation for a curved 

beam (A2.1) is used [56]. 

M = the bending moment 

I = second moment of area 

x = distance along the beam 

L = length of beam 

E = modulus of elasticity 

v = deflection of the beam 

P = applied end load 

a = constant of integration. 
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or 

d 2 v= M 
dx2 EI 

EIvl/=-M=P(L-x) 

Integrating gives 

vl= PLx _ Px
2 +a 

EI 2EI 

Integrating again gives 

PLx 2 PX 3 
v=-- --- +ax+b 

2EI 6EI 

(A2 .1) 

(A2.2) 

(A2. 3) 

(A2. 4) 

If we consider the boundary conditions at x =0, both the gradient and deflection are 

zero, v' =0, v =0. As this is the fixed end of the cantilever the constants of 

integration can be found to give the deflection curve. 

P x 3 Lx 2 
v=-(---) 

EI 6 2 
(A2. 5) 

This equation can thus be used to derive the deflection of the beam at any point due 

to a point load placed at the free end of the cantilever. 

A similar approach can be used to derive a deflection curve for a beam fixed at both 

v= Px
2 

(3L-4x) 
48EI 

ends and loaded in the middle as shown in figure A2.2. 

(A2. 6) 

A combination of loading conditions can be catered for by the process of 

superposition in which each loading case is considered in isolation using the 
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appropriate deflection curve equation. This is where separate equations are then 

x -1/2 

p 

L 

x-a x-L 

Figure A2.2 Encastre beam load centrally 

added together to produce a single equation which describes the defection curve for 

that combination of loadings. 

The previous equations suffer from one basic flaw in that the underlying bending 

equation is only applicable to small slopes and deflections. When the slopes become 

large a more exact differential equation of the deflection curve must be used. 

EI dO =-M 
ds 

9 = angle of rotation of the deflection curve 

S = distance measured along the curve 

(A2. 8) 

If we consider the cantilever beam shown in figure A2.3 loaded at the end where 9b 

is the angle of rotation of the beam, and dh and dv are horizontal and vertical 

displacements, the length of the deflection curve AB is equal to the original length 

L. 

The solution of the equation is found in terms of elliptic functions [57], and requires 

considerable calculation. This procedure produces equations which have to be solved 

by trial and error by assuming a value for 9b, calculating the corresponding load and 

feeding this back into the original equation. 
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Figure A2.3 Large deflections of cantilever 

If we were to also consider the effects of direct tension or compressive end loading 

the problem becomes very complex and no single deflection curve equation can be 

derived. 

A similar process can be followed for simply supported beams, plates, curved beams 

and shells, but again once the assumption of small deflections is no longer true then 

the derivation and solution of a suitable equation becomes impossible for anything but 

the simplest case. 

The previous discussion refers only to bending within the elastic limit. A similar 

process would have to be carried out for plastic deformation. The equations for 

plastic deformation would have to run alongside the elastic equations, becoming 

dominant in the plastic region yet allowing the elastic equation to calculate the elastic 

deflection which is recovered upon unloading. 

Plastic theories tend to ignore strain hardening effects thus assuming an infinite 

deflection after yield. 

The inelastic bending equations can calculate plastic deflections by adjusting 'E' the 

value of the modulus of elasticity and approximating to a straight line. 

Except for the simplest cases, approximation methods must be used and hence no 

single deflection equation can be derived which could describe the blanking and 

forming process. 

In the manufacture of a component, virtually none of the assumptions of simple 

mechanics theory hold true, especially if several bends are to be carried out on the 

same component. Therefore no single equation can be used to model the behaviour 
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of the bending of a strip. A number of different equations would have to be used 

along with a set of rules which describe when and how they should be used. The 

major advantage of this approach is the speed of solution and accuracy of the results 

that can be obtained from a correctly derived and applied equation. 
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A2.3 Bend Allowance 

An alternative approach is to use industrially derived correction and design 

approximations in the form of bend allowance and spring-back compensation factors. 

These correction factors are primarily applicable and available for steels, particularly 

mild steel as this is the most commonly used engineering metal. For example a simple 

estimate of bending force for a 90 0 free bend can be calculated from the equation 

(A2.9) [58], (figure A2.4). 

Pb wh 2 ( TS) (A2 • 9 ) 
wb 

wb = width of the die opening w = width of the strip 

TS = tensile strength of material h is the thickness of material. 

Figure A2.4 Free bending 

The bending force will vary for different methods of manufacture such as "V-die 

bending", "wiping" or rolling. In the case of wiping, figure A2.5, the bending force 

can be obtained by replacing wb with (2R + h). In order to prod uce a 90 0 bend the 

effect of spring-back must be countered. 
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p 

Figure A2.5 Bending by sweeping 

One method is to over-bend, with the amount of over-bend calculated by using the 

approximate formula (A2.1O). 

Rf = radius obtained after the pressure is released; Rb = radius of the bending die 

cxf = angle after spring back cxb =the angle before, in radians 

h = thickness of the material 

(A2.10) 

This approach gives us a force-displacement relationship as for bending theory, 

however the constraints and limitation of application are far more severe. The 

equations are simple and relatively easy to solve for both plastic and elastic 

deformations. However, the allowances can only be used for specific cases and 

corrections are added by the user based on their experience of specific process. Thus 

a major drawback of this approach is that expert knowledge is required to determine 

the appropriate equation for the chosen method of manufacture of a feature. 
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A2.4 Finite element analysis methods. 

Finite element methods were first developed for applications in aeronautical and civil 

engineering in the late 1940's and early 1950's where they were used to solve 

structural problems [10]. With the increase in the size of memory and processing 

power of computers so the areas of application increased to include plates, shells, 

thermal, vibration and fluids problems. 

The FE method involves the division of a physical system into a series of small sub 

systems or elements. Each element can be treated as a simple unit whose behaviour 

is well explored with proven theories and equations. As discussed in section A2.2, 

beam theory cannot be used when the material shape and interactions becomes too 

complex (ie. for large deflections) as the underlying assumptions of the equations no 

longer hold true. Each element is joined to its neighbour at nodes which are common 

to both. Individual elements are related to each other by the assemblage of a series 

of differential equations which represent each element. Thus a number of identical 

elements using simple beam theory can model the effects of both a simple supported 

beam and a cantilever beam under any combination of loading conditions without the 

requirement to superimpose equations as in the mechanics approach. 

It is easiest to describe the principals of FE by considering a simple problem of 

springs connected in series, from [10]. Figure A2.6 shows a simple set up where Ka 

and Kb are the spring stiffness and 1,2,3 are the nodes at which loads PI P2 and P3 

are the internal spring forces and U1 Uz and U3 are the nodal displacements. 

Ka Kb 

GJV/////////-®y////////j-@ 
Figure A2.6 Simple spring elements 

Each spring will be considered separately, then by considering equilibrium the 

equations relating the springs will be obtained. 

Case (1) 

Node 1 has displacement of u l . Nodes 2 and 3 are fixed as the force to extend a 
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spring is given by P = K * extension of spring. Therefore the load at node one can 

be defined as:-

P1 =Ka (U1 -U2 ) 

as u2 =O 
then P 1 =Kaul 

(A2.11) 

Node 2 must provide an equal but opposite force for equilibrium thus the equilibrium 

load at node 2 due to the first spring (P12) is:-

Case (2) 

Node 2 has a displacement of u2• Nodes I and 3 are fixed :-

P1 =Ka (U1 -U2 } =Ka (O-u2 } 

thus P1 =-Kau2 
P3=Kb (U3-U2 ) =Kb (O-U2 ) 

thus P 3 = - Kb u2 

(A2.12) 

(A2.13) 

As for case 1, the equilibrium load at node 2 due to the first spring (P10 and the 

equilibrium load due to the second spring (P20 are equal and opposite, thus:-

Case (3) 

Node 3 has a displacement of u3 • Nodes 1 and 2 are fixed, thus:-

P3 =Kb (U]-U2 ) as u2 =O 
then p] =KbU] 

2 
P2 =-P3 as P3=KbU] 

then Pi=-KbU] 
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We must now consider the structure with all three displacements simultaneously to 

determine the overall structure relationship. This can be done by superimposing cases 

1,2 and 3:-

L Pi =Kau i -kau2 
L P3=-KbU2+KbU3 

L P2=-KaUi +kau2+kbu2-kbu3 

thus L P2=-kau i + (Ka+Kb) u2-KbU3 

(A2.16) 

There are now 3 simultaneous equations which can be represented in matrix form:-

Pi Ka -ka 0 Ui 
P2 -Ka (Ka +Kb) -Kb U2 
P3 0 -Kb Kb U3 

(A2. 17) 

In finite element terms {p} is the load vector, [K] is the structural stiffness matrix and 

{uJ is the displacement vector. 

(A2.18) 

In order to solve these simultaneous equations to provide a force-displacement 

relationship, the values of the constraints of the structure must be input. As the 

structure is floating in space we must constrain at least one node. If the value of the 

loads at each node is now input we have 4 constraints leaving 3 displacements as 

unknowns. The matrix can therefore be solved as we have one more equation than we 

do unknowns. The matrix would be solved using Gausian elimination. 

As can be seen from the previous example even this simple problem requires 

considerable computation due to the large number of iterative loops involved in 

setting up and solving the matrices. 

The previous example only considers the elastic bending case. In order to include 

plastic deformation a second stiffness matrix has to be formed known as a materials 

compensation matrix. It is formed in the same way as the structure stiffness matrix, 

the two matrices are added together. Stiffness increases, due to changes in geometry, 

can also be included by generating a geometric compensation matrix and adding this 
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to both of the previous matrices. The finite element method is most applicable to 

complex cases where bend allowance or beam theory approaches cannot be used. The 

method generates not only a deflection/load relationship for a structure, but also other 

information such as bending moments, internal stresses and torques. 

Although this method is capable of modelling a large variety of shapes and variations, 

it requires considerable computational power to construct and solve the matrices of 

simultaneous equations. 
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A2.S Look up table 

A table can be pre-constructed using any of the previous analytical approaches and 

stored in the form of multi-dimensional array. The deflection curve or deflection 

coefficients are found by cross referencing the set of boundary conditions and loads 

at each node. From this look up table the deflection which corresponds to that set of 

boundary conditions and loads can be found. Although this approach is potentially 

the fastest, it does still require laborious processing to set up the deflection curves for 

every possible combination of constraints. Another major disadvantage is that the 

look up approach cannot cope with the unexpected. If the constraints do not fall 

within its array then no solution can be found. The look up approach also requires 

a rule set to describe its application. This method can be used as a mask of 

deflections which is placed over the matrix of positions of the strip and summed 

together to give the required deflection. 

A comparison of FE, bend allowance, beam theory and look up table methods is 

carried out in section A2.6 in order to establish which, if any, is most suited to 

simulating the mechanical behaviour of strip steel due to blanking and forming. 
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A2.6 Comparison of alternative approaches 

In order to compare the various alternative means of simulating the mechanical 

behaviour of a strip during blanking and forming, a simple problem was set and 

programs written which used each of the methods mentioned in section A2.2. 

The problem:-

To simulate the action of the loads applied to a beam (figure A2.8) loaded as shown 

and fixed at the support points. The following conditions were assumed:-

The beam is thin, of uniform cross-section, the material is homogeneous, the 

deflection is small, the plastic limit is not reached, the loads are point loads acting 

perpendicular to the beam, the beam is not curved. 

The dimensions are Length=200.0mm, width = 14.2mm, thickness = O.62mm 

Modulus of elasticity E = 261000 N/mm 2 

Although this is a simple problem it does represent a typical feature of most fastening 

components. 

SUPPORT SUPPORT 

Figure A2.S Test load structure 
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A2.7 Mechanics theory of beams 

The vertical deflection of a cantilever at any point along the beam "v" is given by:-

(A2.18) 

where W is the point load, E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the second moment of 

area, L is the length of the beam and X is the position along the beam. 

The deflection curve of a beam encastre at both ends and loaded at its centre is:-

V= WX2 (3L-4X) 0 <x< L2 
48EI 

(A2.19) 

A program was developed, which used the above equations along with static 

incremental loading to graphically represent the action of bending due to the applied 

loads and constraints [59]. 

A plot of the resulting bend can be seen in figure A2.9a and the program run times 

are listed in section A2.8.3 

A2.7.1 Finite element approach 

An existing FE package was modified to reduce it to its most basic state. Only 20 

simple beam elements were used and any constraints or loading data was held within 

the program thus removing the data input portion of the program. The program run 

times are listed in section A2.8.3 and a plot of the resulting bend can be seen in 

figure A2.9b. 

A2.7.2 Bend allowance 

A similar program to that written for beam theory was used for bend allowance 

although the simplistic nature of the equations meant that the program required 

considerable additional programming to replace the decision making process usually 

carried out by the designer. Aside from spring-back calculation, all other bend 

allowance equations apply to the plastic region. This means that a second test is 
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required to compare the calculated deflections with deformation tests of the actual 

strip. It is still possible to compare the program run times, however, as to convert the 

finite element to work in the plastic region is achieved by replacing the modulus of 

elasticity with the modulus of plasticity, and the addition of the deflection at yield. 

A plot of the results can be seen in figure A2.9.c. 

A2.7.3 Look up table 

The data for the look up table was generated using the finite element package 

described in section A2.7.1. This data was stored on disk for later access by the look 

up program. A number of simple decision loops were included within the program 

to represent the cross referencing tasks inherent in such a program. Figure A2.9 

shows the resultant deflection curves of the various model types. 

BEAM THEORY (A)11 FINITE ELEMENT (B)14 

BEND ALLOWANCE (C)7 LOOK-UP TABLE (D)9 

Figure A2.9 Comparison of physical material modelling techniques 

A2.S Physical material tests 

For the bend allowance, finite element and beam theory approaches the Youngs 

modulus, UTS, and yield strength of the material are required. Only some of this 
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information is available from the material standard for CS60, which is used in 

blanking and forming operations. For this reason a series of tensile tests were carried 

out, the range of yield strength was from 403 N/mm2 to 363N/mm2 (mean 

387N/mm2) whilst the UTS varied from 482 N/mm2 to 397N/mm2 (mean 450 

N/mm2), Youngs modulus varied from 245 to 271N/mm 2 (mean 261 N/mm2). The 

tests were carried out on a LLoyds automatic tensile test machine type 6000R. 

A2.S.1 Within elastic limit cantilever bend test 

This test was conducted by clamping a piece of strip CS60 (l4.2mm x 0.62mm) of 

100mm length and statically end loading it in steps of 0.1 Kg to a maximum of 

O.5Kg. The end deflection was measured using an optically sighted digital calliper. 

This gave a series of results with which to compare the computer models. A plot of 

the results of the test compared with finite element and beam theory results can be 

found seen in figure A2.1O. 

A2.S.2 Within plastic region, 90° bend test. 

This test was carried out to allow an assessment of the bend allowance approach with 

real figures. In this test a piece of strip was supported on rollers 50 mm apart and 

a central load applied. This load was increased until a 90° bend had been formed, 

this test thus generated data which can be used to calculate the accuracy of the bend 

allowance model. The mean load required to produce a 90° for a sample of 10 strips 

was 4.43 kg whereas equation A2.9 gave a load requirement of 5.00 kg which is an 

11 % overestimation of the strength of the material. 

A2.S.3 Run times for 100 load step iterations 

All programs were written in quick basic and were run on an Opus 386 PC 33MHz. 

The run times for 100 load step iterations were as follows:-

Beam theory 11 seconds. 

Finite element 14 seconds. 
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Bend allowance 7 seconds. 

Look up tables 9 seconds. 

These run times represent a relative measure of computational burden. 

A2.8.4 Accuracy of deflection compared to actual test on strip 

Figure A2.1O shows a comparison of the FE model and Beam Theory (BT) model 

with the actual results. It can be seen that the FE approach tends to overestimate the 

stiffness of the strip, especially as the deflections become large, whereas BT tends 

to underestimate the stiffness of the beam, again as the deflections become large. 

Large deflection beam theory would therefore have to be used for deflections over 

30% of length. 

At a load of2.0N, BT deflection is 16.11mm, FE deflection is 13.80mm whilst the 

measured result was 13.49mm (FE error 2.5%, BT error 16.4%). 

The load required to form a 90° bend using the bend allowance calculation gave a 

load of 50.0N, whereas the material under test required a load of 44.3N to form the 

bend, thus the percentage error was 11.4 %. 
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Comparison of Beam Theory & Finite element models 
against end load cantilever test results 
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Figure A2.10 Comparison of material models 

A2.9 Selection of an approach to explore 

Legend 

~. Actual 

Finite Element 

Beam Theory 

In order to select an approach, the weighting table shown in table A2.1 was drawn 

up. 

The computational burden was given a low weighting as the project had available a 

Meiko computing surface consisting of 16 transputers. (Maximum score 5) 

The model accuracy weighting is high as simulation accuracy is at the core of the 

design by simulation approach. 

(Maximum score 10) 

The shape factor is how accurately the model represents the geometry of the deflected 

strip. 

(Maximum score 7) 

Model flexibility covers applicability to problems other than a simple cantilever or 

90 bend. 

(Maximum score 9) 
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Generic applicability to other manufacturing processes and areas. 

(Maximum score 6) 

Data burden includes data acquisition, integrity and maintenance. 

(Maximum score 5) 

A2.9.1. The result of weighting 

Table A2.1 Results of weighting 

FE BT BA LU 
computational Burden 5 2 3 5 4 
Model Accuracy 10 9 6 7 9 
Shape consistency 7 6 7 4 6 
Model Flexibility 9 8 4 4 8 
Generic Application 6 6 4 3 4 
Data Burden 5 4 4 4 1 

Total 35 28 27 32 

The FE approach scored highest at 35 followed by the look up table approach. 

Having now selected the most suitable modelling approach it is now possible to select 

which geometric model type, motion simulation approach and interaction detection 

best suit the FE approach. 

Reviewing section 3.3, (geometric model types), wire frame modelling seems most 

appropriate to the FE approach as the data is already in the form of points and 

connecting lines. 

Regarding motion simulation (section 3.4), axis indexing is most appropriate to the 

FE approach as the results of FE calculations are in the form of deflections, which 

need only to be subtracted from the appropriate node axis to simulate the motion of 

a material under bend. 

Of the interaction detection approaches (section 3.5), the pixel test approach is most 

suited to the FE approach as nodal positions already required for the FE program can 

be used as the check points. As previously mentioned the pixel approach can be 
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expanded to 3D by using 2 views, thus allowing expansion of the software to 3D 

forming operations. 

A2.10 Discussion 

It has been decided to investigate the finite element approach along with axis 

indexing, wire frame modelling and screen pixel testing to simulate the action and 

behaviour of a material during a forming process. 
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Appendix A3 Geometric modelling techniques 

A3.1 The surface model 

As the title implies, surface modelling allows the definition of models in terms of 

surfaces and can be used in the definition of complex shapes. The surfaces 

themselves are defined in a variety of ways, simple planes, surfaces of rotation or in 

the form of equations of curves. The advantage of this type of model is the lack of 

ambiguity compared to the wire frame model. The shape of the model can be 

changed by varying only a few parameters of the appropriate equation. These 

equations are also available from the deflection load relationship techniques described 

earlier in section 3.2. However, the increased sophistication of this model type also 

produces an increased computational requirement which could become prohibitive 

during real time motion simulation. 

A3.2 Constructive solid geometry (CSG) 

In this method the volume of the part is enclosed by a surface, the surface knowing 

which side is solid. For example, the volume of a cube can be defined as L *W*H 

(where L is the length and Wand H are width and height respectively), whilst the 

volume of a cylinder is defined as 7I"r2*H (where r is the radius of the cylinder). By 

the subtraction of these two volumes a third complex volume is created as shown in 

figure A3.I. 

Figure A3.1 Solid modelling 

This principal also applies to addition of volumes, in this way, by adding and 

subtracting various volumes a solid geometric model of the part can be constructed 
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from these primitives. The major advantage of this model is in the amount of 

information it holds which makes the model non ambiguous. This type of model is 

more amenable to standard operations such as sectioning and transformations, like 

rotation. 

Although as with surface models there is an increase in computational requirement, 

this may be mitigated by the fact that model collision or interaction is more easily 

detected using volumes whereas the line and surface models would require expansion 

in order to perform this task. As an example a line model cannot detect a collision 

if it occurs between lines, but if three different perspective views are taken then the 

collision will be detected by one of them. Similarly surface models require that each 

plane is checked to detect a collision. In both cases in order to check for collision 

the simpler models require building up to a 3D solid model level. 

The selection of model type is dependent both on the data structure it is intended to 

represent and its application. For this reason the choice of model type cannot be 

made until both the data structure, (FE, look up, mechanics or bend allowance) and 

the application, (motion and interaction detection approach) has been decided upon. 
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Appendix A4 Representing motion 

A4.1 Motion simulation 

The 20 limitations of the conventional cathode ray tube used for most computer 

output means that in order to represent the "Z" plane, simultaneous indexing of the 

"X" and "Y" axis are required. Suitable scaling factors are required to produce the 

effects of motion in the third plane. Although there are methods of manipulating 30 

model data the model must be reduced to a 20 equivalent to be represented on the 

screen. Methods of representing motion on the computer by data manipulation are 

listed below:-

A4.1.1 Axis indexing 

This approach involves the addition or subtraction of a single variable to all 

coordinate points of that axis and is ideal for 2D translations left, right, up, down and 

is the simplest method of motion simulation and representation. 

A4.1.2 Multiple axis manipulation 

In this method a single variable is used to index both the x and y axis simultaneously 

thus producing apparent 30 translations into the virtual Z axis of the screen. The 

same method can be used to produce rotations and scaling functions. 

A4.1.3 Matrix manipulation 

In this approach, matrices operations are used to translate the model, and it is thus 

well suited to the manipulation of multi-dimensional data using simple single variable 

control. The major drawback of this method is that it requires considerably more 

computing power than the axis indexing approach and this data still requires reduction 

to 20 to display it on the screen. 
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A4.1.4 Vector sum 

With this method the model is represented in terms of lines whose length, direction, 

and origin are defined. The entire model can be moved by indexing the origin, ie. 

the start coordinates of the first line of the model. In this case the lines are said to 

be relative to each other. This approach is highly suited to vector screens where 

traditional line scan techniques are not used. However, there is little advantage in data 

storage, screen refresh speed or ease of programming over the axis manipulation 

approach if a conventional line scan screen is used. 
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Appendix AS Model interaction detection techniques 

AS.l Interaction detection approaches 

Interaction detection is necessary to determine whether individual models have 

collided and if so which part of each model is in contact. Without this detection the 

individual models are not linked and the effect of a tool on a workpiece cannot be 

simulated. 

Interaction detection approaches are not limited to 20 as the computer is capable of 

holding data in multidimensional arrays. 

AS.2 Pixel test 

In this method the value of individual screen pixels is examined and a logical IF is 

used to branch the program when the pixel state changes. This approach is limited 

by the 20 nature of the screen although it can detect collisions within the third plane 

if a variety of views are represented at the same time as shown in figure A5 .1. In this 

example the corner points of the models are checked to see if they are within the 

second. 
PLAN 

3D • END 

SIDE 

Figure AS.1 Multiple views give 30 

I figure A5.1 in the plan and end view no detection is found whereas in the side view 

a pixel check detects collision. 
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AS.3 The memory map 

This approach uses computer memory instead of screen memory. The value of each 

coordinate is monitored and compared to see if it corresponds to the boundary of an 

opposing model. If a correlation occurs then a collision is detected. This approach 

is similar to that of the pixel test but has the advantage that it can detect in the third 

plane. 

AS.4 Reduction to a point 

In this method a single point is used to represent an entire model whilst the model it 

is to interact with is expanded. As can be seen in figure AS.2, initially one model 

is reduced to a straight line by expanding the other model by the first's width, then 

the first model is reduced to a point and the second model is expanded by the length. 

Once the models are in this form then collision detection is a simple case of checking 

whether the point model has entered the volume of the expanded model. Although this 

is a powerful detection technique, in order to determine the position or nature of 

interaction the models would have to be respectively un-expanded and un-reduced at 

high computational cost. 

I Reduce to a line Reduce to point • 

• 
Expand Expand 

Figure AS.2 Reduction to a point 
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AS.S Polyhedral clash detection 

In this approach the surface or volume of the model is represented as a collection of 

polyhedrals which are them selves made up from a collection of planar faces which 

are defined by edges, these edges are tested to see if they intersect any of the sides 

of a second model. For example if we consider to cubes eacH represented as a 

polyhedral, (figure A5.2), then the twelve edges of one cube must be tested against 

the six faces of the stationary cube. This gives a total of seventy two edge face tests 

[60] and again leads to a high computational burden. 

MODEL B 
Figure AS.2 Polyhedra interaction detection 
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Appendix A6 Interaction rules 

A6.1 Additional cases 

Referring back to figure 4.6 of chapter 4. 

In case 5; 

In case 8; 

both pixel above and below the node are loaded, hence the node is 

loaded both a positive and negative load is assigned. In this situation 

the conflicting loads must be summed to produce a residual 

positive,negative or neutral load. 

both upper and lower pixel are hit from the right and hence a negative 

axial load is applied to the node and, similarly, in case 9 a positive 

axial load is produced. 

Cases 10/11; If we now consider the effect of a stationary tool being hit by the 

material which is moving, in cases 10 and 11 (figure A6.1) the upper 

or lower pixel are occupied, but the tool is not in motion, hence the 

material node is fixed vertically in the positive direction for 10 and 

negative direction for 11 as the material is unable to move into the 

tool. It can, however, slide along the tool, this is fixed horizontally. 

Similarly, it is also free to rotate. 

Case 12; 

Case 13; 

both the upper and lower nodes are occupied by stationary tools, hence 

the material node is fixed in both positive and negative Y axis. In 

addition the X axis is also fixed as the material is held between the 

tools and is unable to slide, however the node is still free to rotate or 

transmit a moment. 

subsequent nodes are held as in case 12, however as neighbouring 

nodes are fixed in X and Y they are unable to transmit a torque or 

moment between them so the rotations of both nodes are fixed. 

Cases 14/15; the material moves and the tool is stationary, a node is fixed in Y for 

both positive and negative as for cases 10 and 11. 

Cases 16/17; the material moves in X and the tools are stationary, the nodes are 

fixed as for case 12 (ie. fixed in X and Y but free to rotate). 
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Figure A6.1 Interaction of stationary tool and moving material 
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Appendix BICurrent system limitations 

Bl.l Program limitations 

Processing speed, and hence simulation time, was slow, due to the large 

computational requirements of the interaction rule set and the finite element (FE) 

method. Hunting for nodes was required due to the low resolution of the FE model 

which was in tum due to the large processing requirements. 

The interaction rule set was incomplete and there were conflicting rules due to their 

simplicity and the absence of an adjudicator rule set. This rule set limitation meant 

that under certain circumstances the material could move through itself or the tooling. 

The machine or tooling could move out of range since the range limit rules were 

removed (they conflicted with the index material rules and adjudicator rules had not 

yet been set up). 

The designer was constrained to select a material before tooling or machine. If this 

was not done, the edit functions 'Showdata' and 'Replay' produced a division by zero 

error which was not trapped by the program, which would then crash. 

The size of load steps, applied by the tooling, was fixed, hence if the load was 

applied over a large lever the end deflection of the material would be large and the 

material might move into the tool or machine, where it would remain fixed. 

The Editing function had no 'cut and paste' facility as the problem of synchronising 

the resultant end and start positioning of material and tooling had not yet been 

tackled. 

The Replay function allowed the user to stop the replay at any point and continue the 

design from there, however replaying took almost as long as the design itself and if 

a mistake was made early and detected late a large amount of the design would have 

to be recreated. The replay function was thus to be used as a last resort, hence 

mistakes could not be easily rectified. 
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B1.2 Designers recommendations for system improvement 

The designer suggested that the system required: material/material collision detection; 

higher finite element resolution; a more complete interaction rule base; the material 

menu to be extended in the hierarchy, material type, material thickness and material 

width. 

Improvements suggested for the simulation were: multiple tools; the ability to design 

their own tooling; a zoom facility; multiple views of the design and a speeding up of 

the simulation. 

Regarding the testing capability, the designer suggested that the system should have: 

a disassembly as well as an assembly test function; a clamping force calculator; 

durability testing and thermal testing capability. The designer did not like having to 

move the test pieces from their home position to the test site as this took quite some 

time. He would prefer to specify the start position using the mouse. The designer also 

requested a compliant insertion feature and recommended a step back function in the 

edit facility. 
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Appendix B2 Questions asked during design session and answers given 

B2.1 Questions asked by the designer 

The user was used to working on large computer screens with workstation-based 

CAD packages and wanted to know why the system was PC based rather than 

workstation based as was their new CAD system (unigraphics). In answer to that 

question, using a PC means that the system would be low cost, portable and it is 

hoped eventually that the system would be run on lap-top computers as used by the 

sales engineers, allowing designs to created and parts to be signed off whilst in 

conference with the customer. The program could, however, be run on a workstation 

using a DOS emulator. 

The designer asked "Can I produce 3D features such as dimples?". At present a 20 

FE model is used due to processing limitations but if plate elements were to be used, 

in place of the combined beam/rod elements of the current system, in the FE engine 

the material could be modelled in 3D. 

The designer wanted to know if, bearing in mind the processing requirements, would 

the system be feasible to implement on a PC? Since cards are available with 9 

transputers onboard, then one of these could be utilised to run the FE engine. 

In answer to questions such as "Are the units real?" and "What is the accuracy?", the 

units are real, the FE package has been compared with beam theory and static loading 

trials, but only for simple end loaded cantilever cases. 

In response to whether the tools can come in at an angle, "as in our production 

machines", at present they can't, although it would be fairly simple to modify the 

package to do this. 

The designer asked "Can I form dutch bend?" ( a 1800 bend). The answer was no, 

because it is not possible to load from below once the material has flipped over as the 

rule set is reversed, thus material deforms in wrong direction, into the tool. 

The designer asked "Can I move the former? .. Can I have two formers?". Yes, but 

not at present as a front end to tool design and positioning facility has not been 

produced. This previous question demonstrates that the designer is thinking about the 

machine design during detail design stage. 
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It was evident that the questions asked by the designer were attributable to the system 

limitations rather than methodological problems. 

B2.2 Suggestions made by the designer:-

Introduce material collision detection. 

Increased Finite Element resolution. 

Improve interaction rules. 

The designer stated that as the raw material was split from stock coil it could be any 

width, but that the company had different types of material with associated lead times. 

He suggested extending the material menu hierarchically by material type, material 

thickness and material width. 

B2.3 Questions asked by experimenter:-

Q. What are your suggestions for input output system? 

A. "Speed up". 

Q. Is material reacting realistic? 

A. "Yes, but tools don't always respond correctly some times the tool moves through 

the material and other times it gets stuck in it". 

Q. Comment on the way the machine and tools are manoeuvre? 

A. "Easy and familiar to use mouse and cursor keys, no problems distinguishing 

between up/down and open/close". 

Q. Realism? 

A. "hunting for nodes ok., but material inside tooling is not acceptable". 

Q. Suggest improvements which could be made to the simulation? 

A. "Multiple tools, design our own tools, a zoom facility, multiple views of the 

simulation, or a solid model, speed it up". 

Q. How accurate should the simulation be? 

A. "Geometric accuracy +/- O.Imm with forces +/- IN would be required". 
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Q. Suggestions for improving Test facility? 

A. "A disassembly function as well as assembly loads, hide the machine, include 

clamping force, gripping force, durability testing, thermal testing, linking to 

prototyping" . 

Q. Suggestions for improving edit facility? 

A. "A Step back function, undo". 

Q. Is Measure a testing function? 

A. "Yes its part of the specification so I guess its testing data". 

Q. Are you happy with your solution, when would you stop? 

A. "when the design meets requirements of geometry and function, usually give 

customer a couple of solutions". 
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Appendix B3 Transcript of practice session 

The designer selected a material. 

The designer selected a machine. 

The designer drew out material, 20 elements long (which although quite large, in 

traditional manufacture he would pull out the entire blank length and then work on 

it). 

He chose a former, He then selected a tool, the designer attempted to form material 

round the end of the former but was too close to the former itself and the tool became 

stuck on the former until time-out. (This suggested a traditional mode of manufacture, 

in that tools push material into former). Once the tool was released he moved to the 

end of the material and started to bend round former (this demonstrated the ability to 

hunt around in order to contact a node with the tool). 

Restart; The experimenter suggested that he should not work on a length of material 

of more than 5 elements. He still selected a long piece of material, then a clamp, 

indexed the material, selected a down blade tool, located a node and formed a 90% 

bend. He then moved the tool away and indexed more material, he selected a second 

tool (an up blade), contacted a node and formed a 45 % bend. The designer tried to 

use a tool as a former and succeeded. (This shows that he was exploring the system 

capabilities) . 

The experimenter demonstrated the crop function. The designer ran through the 

simulation again, this time using the movable clamps, and performed a crop function 

followed by the bending of the now free end of the design. (He seemed to have 

adapted to limitations of resolution and rule set.) 
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Appendix B4 Design director debriefs designer 

The scenario was that the designer (D) had been for a work shop on a new CAD 

system and that he was reporting back to the design director (DD). No questions 

were given to the design director and he had not seen the system previously. 

Transcript of video:-

DD: "You've spent 4, 5 hours on a different CAD toy, how does it differ?" 

D: "It differs in so much as it mainly takes into consideration the tools that are 

available, by tools I mean machine tool. Rather than designing to solve a problem you 

are designing for manufacture, which is completely different to any CAD package 

we've ever used. The product itself is very early in development it obviously has 

some useful features, its using strip metal, bending strip metal around formers and 

using certain tools. What struck me the most was the way in which the material 

behaves, which is very realistic. There's obviously a very large subset of calculations 

going on there." 

DD: "What we normally do is take a design on flat paper and then get someone to 

make a part to look like it"? 

D: "Yeah without considering whether it would be easier to produce it given the 

tools that we've got or whether there's an easier way to produce it to suit the tooling 

so that it would be easier to manufacture." 

DD: "Given that this is embryonic if you like, is it going to solve some of the 

problems we get of getting parts on paper that we can not make"? 

D: "Yes, but I think it might also create some problems. We might stop pushing the 
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limitations of the machines, so we might start saying this is the machining we've got 

lets do it as this machine would do it rather than how can we improve the machine". 

DD: "An electronic Fred Ballard?" (Old process planner) 

D: "Yes, but certainly it wold stop us making the sort of mistakes like designing a 

part that you know, although it performs the functions, but is difficult to 

manufacture. " 

DD: "Is this a thing that we should push forward, that we could ultimately use, given 

that they solve the problems of speed and whatever else. " 

D: "Yeah, there's obviously a lot of work to be done because at the moment it deals 

with bending across the full strip and things like that, it doesn't allow us to produce 

dimples in the middle of the material, form ear piercing. " 

DD: "So its just 2D really?" 

D: "Really its 2D that's thrown into 3D element. Given that those sorts of thing are 

developed and more machine tools added to it, that type of thing, with materials 

times, and the materials still behave as the real material would, then its a viable 

product." 

DD: "How about using it?" 

D: "The user interface, although its all written in QBasic, when you take that into 

your mind the user interface is really easy to use. I've used worse products that 

we've paid money for. Given that commercially it would be developed by a company 

who write front ends, that it might be in a windows environment, its very easy to use, 

really, and would be even better. " 

DD: "So assuming that there's a package based on what you've seen and we have 

some designers around us would they find it more difficult or less difficult than the 
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system they are currently using?" 

D: "Than the system that they're currently using, urn?" 

DD: "Let me just re-phrase that a bit differently. If we take Barry's way of working, 

he conceives of a part in his head. Biggest problem is to get him to put it on the 

CAD screen in accurate terms. Would this, for instance, change that problem or 

make it worse?" 

D: "I'm not so sure that it would either solve or make the problem worse. It would 

help him to understand, if he doesn't already, how the part is to be manufactured in 

the production environment and what needs to be done to do that in cheapest possible 

manner while still performing the design function." 

DD: "Supposing you were to take a brand-spanking-new guy, who was taught to 

handle the keys and the system, had no experience that Barry has or , to a less extent, 

Mike has (a not so old process planner), an ex-apprentice if you like, or even less 

experienced than that, who's given the ability to use the system, could handle it, 

would we have a designer on our hands already/immediately?" 

D: "Yeah, to some degree. It would in some way put some reins on that guy to stop 

him actually designing anything that we couldn't manufacture." 

DD: "Would it help him to make things at an earlier stage in his career?" 

D: "I don't know. Without seeing the full frontal product I'm not sure that it would 

initially. If it was taken to the point that it allowed you to produce the 

manufacturable part and also gives the flat pattern and some other things and it would 

do stress calculations, as well as the data that it already gives you, then it would be 

acceptable to say that. " 

DD: "At the moment, we rely on people like Barry, like Fred, to understand what 
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a dimple or an ear piercing looks like. If this machine says this is what it can or 

cannot do in terms of push-in forces, pull off forces, gap size ... ?" 

0: "One thing that it allows you to do is create a feature and halfway throughout the 

design cycle you can create a feature and before you design the rest of the clip you 

can say 'okay, this feature, lets test that to see if it will perform, if it will give us 10 

newtons minimum pull-off, with the pipe, and if it does lets continue with this design. 

If it doesn't, lets bend a little bit more around this former until we're getting the 

required pull-off and then carryon with the design'. So it helps in this respect." 

DO: "Could be the experience in a box that we may be looking for?" 

0: "Yeah" 

DO: "But we're clearly some way off that ... ?" 

0: "There's clearly a lot of development work to be done. From an early working 

model it looks very promising. " 

DO: "You feel we should progress towards the next stage, whatever the next stage 

may be?" 

0: "Yes, a 3D version." 

DO: "Any major hang ups?" 

0: "Not really, I mean, all the problems I've encountered are problems that they 

know about and are going to be addressed as the product goes on/continues. I don't 

think there's going to be too many problems. Its a question of whether the forces are 

realistic and matching them to different parts, that type of thing. " 

DO: "At the moment we don't do that anyway, can't be any worse than that can it, 

all done through experience. If that guy were to die tomorrow then we'd loss that. 

If it were boxed into here, theoretically or whatever?" 
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D: "The spin-offs obviously as long as the image can be exported to other CAD 

packages, detailed drafting and probably be designed to fancy clips or whatever, as 

long as all those features we would need ... Obviously, we wouldn't be able to use 

it as a stand-alone system to design without a proprietary CAD package in itself." 

DO: "Can you envisage it ever being laid along side PINS (portable CAD tool), on 

the lap top computer that the sales guy's have? true sales engineers in the work 

place?" 

D: "I envisage it...it can certainly be used on lap-top computers the way technology 

is going and I can see no reason, I guess, it does limit people to design things that 

the CAD and the PINS can be manufactured. There will be less of the problems of 

people, our sales engineers, using the system." 

DD: "I am a bit concerned you use the word limit quite a few times, that we limit 

what we are able to do. We do that anyway by our current system?" 

D: "Its not engineering by constraint. Its not as rigid as that because you can try 

things that you might not be able to do on the machine. and it will tell you how it 

can't be done, but I guess it is limiting in some respects, it does put the reins on a 

little bit. " 

DD: "Does it give you any choices? Does it give you a solution, that's it?" 

D: "Well, there's always more than one solution. If it can't be done that way, look 

at it from another angle but on the same machine. " 

DD: "Your allowed to look and experiment, not here's the result and don't ask me 

the same question again?" 

D: "You can start again with the same machine tools and say 'okay, how about if 

I form it this way this time and do this?' There's a replay, there's an edit function 
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in there where you can stop it at any point and say 'this is where I went wrong last 

time, lets stop it there and lets try forming the bits like this instead'." 

DD: "So its an engineer's tool not a secretary's tool?" 

D: "Definitely ... definitely. " 

DD: "Not a case of dialling in this clip, this panel, these distances, go away and 

make me a clip, you have to understand something about what your trying to 

achieve?" 

D: "Yeah." 

Session duration 12 min 
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Appendix B5 Manufacturing data generated during design session 

Detail design 'P' clip 

SETUP £ 20 
TOOL/lOOO £ .8237 
MAT/lOOO £ 1.172 
RUN/lOOO £ 50.45 
TOTAL/RUN £ 3717. 

MATERIAL GRADE CS70 
THICKNESS 00.70 mm 
WIDTH 20 mm 
BLANK LENGTH 104 mm 
BLANK WEIGHT 9.80 g 
WEIGHT/RUN 691. kg 

N0050 G90 
N0050 U02 
N0050 T02 
N0050 G53XOOZOO 
N0050 G91 
N0060 U02 
NOO70 G53XOOZ-lO 
N0080 G53XOOZOlO 
N0090 G53X-30Z00 
NOlOO G53XOOZ-lO 
N0150 G90 
N0150 U05 
N0150 T05 
N0150 G53XOOZOO 
N0150 G91 
N0160 U05 
N0170 G53XOOZ05 
N0180 G53XOlOZOO 
N0190 G53XOOZ025 
N0200 G53X05Z00 
N02lO G53XOOZ070 
N0220 G53XOOZ-I05 
N0230 U02 
N0240 G53XOOZO 1 0 
N0250 G53X040Z00 
N0260 G53XOOZ-I0 
N0270 G53X-40Z00 
N0280 G53XOOZOlO 
N0290 G53X020Z00 
N0300 G53XOOZ-IO 
N0350 G90 
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N0350 U04 
N0350 T04 
N0350 G53XOOZOO 
N0350 G91 
N0360 U04 
N0370 G53X-lOOZOO 
N0380 G53XOOZ-90 
N0390 G53XOOZ05 
N0400 G53X-5Z00 
N04lO G53XOOZ-lO 
N0420 U02 
N0430 G53XOOZ035 
N0440 G53X030Z00 
N0450 G53XOOZ-IO 
N0460 G53X-30Z00 
N0470 U04 
N0480 G53XOOZ-50 
N0490 U02 
N0500 G53XOOZ055 
N05lO G53X030Z00 
N0520 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0530 G53X-20Z00 
N0540 G53XOOZO 1 0 
N0550 G53X040Z00 
N0560 U04 
N0570 G53XOOZ-55 
N0580 G53XOOZ040 
N0590 U02 
N0600 G53X-20Z00 
N0610 G53XOOZOlO 
N0620 G53X030ZOO 
N0630 U04 
N0640 G53XOOZ-40 
N0650 G53XOOZ085 
N0660 U02 
N0670 G53X-20Z00 
N0680 G53XOOZO 1 0 
N0690 G53X-lOZOO 
N0700 G53XOOZ-I0 
N0710 U05 
N0720 G53XOOZ015 
N0730 G53X020Z00 
N0740 U04 
N0750 U05 
N0760 G53XOOZ0125 
N0770 G53XOOZ-1O 

M/C:- CARR P95 
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ACTUAT U02 SET 
TOOL T02 
OFFSET 52 
ANGLE 180 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-30 
ACTUAT U05 SET 
TOOL T05 
OFFSET 122 
ANGLE 090 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET055 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-40 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET020 
ACTUAT U04 SET 
TOOL T04 
OFFSET 80 
ANGLE 270 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-135 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-20 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET040 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-20 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-20 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-IO 

SETUP .5 hrs 
TOOL MAINT/lOOO 4.878 hrs 
RUN/WOO 25.22 hrs 
TOTAL/RUN 1778. hrs 
LEAD TIME 44.46 wks 

MEASURE 21 mm 22 mm 
MEASURE 28 mm 23 mm 

MEASURE 1 mm 20 mm 
FORCE 1265 N 
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Detail design wire loom clip 

SETUP £ 34.66 
TOOL/lOOO £ .8955 
MAT/lOOO £ .9512 
RUN/lOOO £ 38.48 
TOTAL/RUN £ 2877. 

MATERIAL GRADE CS70 
THICKNESS 00.70 mm 
WIDTH 20 mm 
BLANK LENGTH 84.4 mm 
BLANK WEIGHT 7.96 g 
WEIGHT/RUN 561. kg 

N0050 G90 
N0050 U02 
N0050 T02 
N0050 GS3XOOZOO 
N0050 G9l 
N0060 U02 
N0070 G53X-30Z00 
N0080 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0130 G90 
N0130 UOS 
N0130 TOS 
NOl30 GS3XOOZOO 
N0130 G9l 
N0140 UOS 
NOISO G53XOOZ04S 
N0160 GS3XOlOZOO 
NO 170 G53XOOZ060 
N0180 G53XOOZ-5 
N0190 G53X-5Z00 
N0200 G53XOOZOlO 
N0210 G53XOOZ-105 
N0220 U02 
N0230 G53XOOZOlO 
N0240 G53X030Z00 
N0250 GS3XOOZ-1O 
N0260 G53X-20Z00 
N0270 GS3XOOZOIO 
N0280 GS3X030Z00 
N0290 G53XOOZ-lO 
N0340 G90 
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N0340 U04 
N0340 T04 
N0340 GS3XOOZOO 
N0340 G91 
N0350 U04 
N0360 GS3X-30Z00 
N0370 G53XOOZ-85 
N0380 GS3XOOZOIO 
N0390 GS3XOOZ-S 
N0400 GS3XOOZOS 
N0410 GS3XOSZOO 
N0420 GS3XOOZ-3S 
N0430 GS3XOOZOIO 
N0440 GS3X-lSZOO 
N04S0 U02 
N0460 G53XOOZOlO 
N0470 G53X020Z00 
N0480 GS3XOOZ-1O 
N0490 G53XOOZOIO 
N0500 G53XOOZ-20 
NOSlO U04 
N0520 G53XOOZ095 
N0530 U02 
NOS40 G53X-30Z00 
NOSSO G53XOOZOlO 
N0560 G53X030Z00 
NOS70 G53XOOZ-IO 
N0580 U05 
NOS90 GS3X045Z00 
N0600 G53XOOZOl40 
N0610 G53XOOZ-llS 
N0620 U02 
N0630 G53X-50Z00 
N0640 GS3XOOZOlO 
N0650 G53X060Z00 
N0660 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0670 GS3X-IOZOO 
N0680 U04 
N0690 G53X025Z00 
N0740 G90 
N0740 UOI 
N0740 TOI 
N0740 GS3XOOZOO 
N0740 G9l 
N0750 UOI 
N0760 G53XOOZOlO 
N0770 GS3XOlOOZOO 
N0780 G53XOOZ-40 
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N0790 G53X010ZOO 
N0800 G53XOOZ-30 
N0810 U02 
N0820 G53XOOZO 10 
N0830 UOI 
N0840 G53X-lOZ00 
N0850 U02 
N0860 G53XOOZ-I0 
N09lO G90 
N09l0 U07 
N09lO T07 
N09lO G53XOOZOO 
N09l0 G9l 
N0920 U07 
N0930 U05 
N0940 G53XOOZ085 
N0950 G53X-5Z00 
N0960 G53XOOZO 10 
N0970 G53X-5Z00 
N0980 G53XOOZ0100 
N0990 G53XOOZ-5 
Nl000 G53X05Z00 
N1010 G53XOOZOlO 
N1020 G53XOOZ-5 

M/C:- CARR P95 
ACTUAT U02 SET 
TOOL T02 
OFFSET 52 
ANGLE 1800 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-30 
ACTUAT U05 SET 
TOOL T05 
OFFSET 122 
ANGLE 090 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET040 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-25 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTU AT U04 SET 
TOOL T04 
OFFSET 80 
ANGLE 270 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET025 
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ACTU A T U02 RESET 
OFFSET-75 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-50 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET0105 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-IO 
ACTUAT UOI SET 
TOOL TOI 
OFFSET 204 
ANGLE 000 0 

ACTUAT UOI RESET 
OFFSET0125 
ACTUAT UOI RESET 
OFFSETOlO 
ACTUAT UOI RESET 
OFFSET-lO 
ACTUAT U07 SET 
TOOL T07 
OFFSET 103 
ANGLE 090 0 

SETUP .8666 hrs 
TOOL MAINTIlOOO 4.097 hrs 
RUN/lOOO 19.24 hrs 
TOTAL/RUN 1357. hrs 
LEAD TIME 33.93 wks 

MEASURE 61 111111 0 mm 
MEASURE 31 mm 3 mm 
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Conceptual design task data 

SETUP £ 26.66 
TOOL/lOOO £ .4182 
MAT/WOO £ .8521 
RUN/WOO £ 34.22 
TOTAL/RUN £ 2529. 

MATERIAL GRADE CS70 
THICKNESS 00.70 mm 
WIDTH 20 mm 
BLANK LENGTH 75.6 mm 
BLANK WEIGHT 7.13 g 

WEIGHT/RUN 502. kg 
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N0050 G90 
N0050 U02 
N0050 T02 
N0050 G53XOOZOO 
N0050 G91 
N0060 U02 
N0070 G53X-20Z00 
N0080 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0090 G53XOOZOlO 
NOlOO G53X040Z00 
NOllO G53XOOZ-I0 
N0120 G53X-30ZOO 
N0130 G53XOOZOlO 
N0140 G53X020Z00 
N0190 G90 
N0190 U04 
N0190 T04 
N0190 G53XOOZOO 
N0190 G91 
N0200 U04 
N0210 G53XOOZ-25 
N0220 G53X-15Z00 
N0230 G53XOOZ-40 
N0240 G53X-lOZOO 
N0250 G53XOOZ-50 
N0260 G53XOOZ015 
N0270 G53XOIOZOO 
N0280 G53XOOZ-20 
N0290 G53X-5Z00 
N0300 G53XOOZ05 
N0310 G53X05Z00 
N0320 G53XOOZ05 
N0330 G53X05Z00 
N0340 G53XOOZ-20 
N0350 G53XOOZ040 
N0360 G53X015Z00 
N0370 G53XOOZ-15 
N0380 G53X-5Z00 
N0390 U02 
N0400 G53XOOZ080 
N0410 G53X020Z00 
N0420 G53XOOZ-IO 
N0430 G53X-40Z00 
N0440 G53XOlOZOO 
N0450 G53X-lOZOO 
N0460 G53XOOZOIO 
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N0470 G53X030Z00 
N0480 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0490 G53XOOZO 1 0 
N0500 G53X020Z00 
N0510 G53XOOZ-1O 
N0520 G53X-30Z00 
N0530 G53XOOZOlO 
N0540 G53X020Z00 
N0550 G53XOOZ-I0 
N0560 G53X-20Z00 
N0610 G90 
N06l0 UOI 
N0610 TOI 
N0610 G53XOOZOO 
N0610 G91 
N0620 UOI 
N0630 G53X0120Z00 
N0640 G53XOOZ-60 
N0690 G90 
N0690 U07 
N0690 T07 
N0690 G53XOOZOO 
N0690 G91 
N0700 U07 
N0710 G53XOOZ080 
N0720 G53XOOZ-25 

M/C:- CARR P95 
ACTUAT U02 SET 
TOOL T02 
OFFSET 52 
ANGLE 180 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-20 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET040 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-30 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET020 
ACTUAT U04 SET 
TOOL T04 
OFFSET 80 
ANGLE 270 0 

ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET055 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-75 
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ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSETOlO 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-lO 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET030 
ACTUA T U02 RESET 
OFFSET020 
ACTUAT U02 RESET 
OFFSET-30 
ACTUA T U02 RESET 
OFFSET020 
ACTUA T U02 RESET 
OFFSET-20 
ACTUAT UOI SET 
TOOL TOI 
OFFSET 204 
ANGLE 000 0 

ACTUAT UOI RESET 
OFFSET0120 
ACTUAT U07 SET 
TOOL T07 
OFFSET 103 
ANGLE 090 0 

SETUP .6666 hrs 
TOOL MAINTIlOOO 2.395 hrs 
RUN/lOOO 17.11 hrs 
TOTAL/RUN 1207. hrs 
LEAD TIME 30.17 wks 

MEASURE 0 mm 31 mm 
MEASURE 77 mm 4 mm 
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Appendix C Software data flow diagrams 

DRAW 2D GRAPHICS 1.7 

from 1 
cleer In 
menu 

end lIat From Replay or L , 

I GRAPHIC MODEL out 
r+ 

SEQUENCE , 

I 
1. 7.1 SHOW LIST 

I 

oad 

Next Model No. 

Model Library 

SET MODEL 1 
COLOUR GEOMETRIC MODEL 

1. 7.2 
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Index X, Index Y 

CALCULATE Origin Xpos, Ypos 

START/FIN Rei coordinates 
1.7.3 Start X1,Y1 Fin X2,Y2 
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line 

DRAW LINE 
1.7.4 
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DRAW 3D GRAPHICS 1.10 

.rom check 
Interaction In 

GRAPHIC MODEL 
r SEQUENCE 

1.10.1 

out to let menu From Replay or Load 
end list I 
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Next Model No. 
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INDEX AXIS 1.8 

from 1 
draw 20 In 

CHECK KEYBOARD 
' , out 

LOAD CHARACTER to check Interaction 

1.8.1 
~AVE CURRENT Call 
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1.8.7 
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~ 1 
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/ 
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CHECK INTERACTION 1.9 

from 1 
Index In 
axis Major axis 

LINK AXIS 
1. 9.1 

Minor axis 

MODEL LIBRARY 

Pixel attribute For No. of nodes 

I 
CHECK CLAMP Check No. SET FIX 
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1.9.4 

REDRAW 
MAT,MESH 

1.9.5 
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draw 
30 
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From FE engine 
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CALCULATORS 1.11.8 

USAGE DURATION 

from Index duration ,," , .... / / ",., ,,, ... ,. / / L laxls type 1 L model no. 
In 

GET NO. SUM MODEL PRINT model no. 

MODELS r- AXIS DATA usage, duration 
1 1 A 1 11~8~2 i.1..B. manufacture time 

-.. ------.---------------------------.-------------------------.---------.----- ---------------------------------

to menu choice 
MODEL LIBRARY DURATION 

PRINT out 

I total duration I TOTAL model cost t/hr 

COST 
model no ]\ / model no. 

t 
SUM TOOL 
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COST TOOL COST 11.8.6 

i.1..B.-A 
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. 

tool type 
CALCULATE CALCULATE PRINT 
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MATERIAL I-- MATERIAL 

COS11.8.9 LENGTH 
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m.' .. ,., '''' .\ 

/ I material coat t/mm3 
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MODEL LIBRARY FE DATA 
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REPLAY EDIT 1.12 
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SCREEN SAVER 1.1 

r-- SET SCREEN 
1.1.1 

ela ••• FILL SCREE~1.2 j 

Keyboard character 

V CHECK KEY 
'--

PRESS 1.1.3 

RESET & To 8et menu 

CLEAR SCREEN out 
1.1.4 
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SET MENU 1.2 

XpOS, YpOI 

INDEX DRAW 
START 

1.2.6 

Else end list 

from'l screen In 
saver 

GET MENU 
TYPE 

1.2.1 

Choice 

GET MODEL 
LIST 

DRAW 
MODEL 

1.2.2 

1.2.3 

GET MODEL 
NAME 

1.2.3 

n8meS 

PRINT 
NAME 

1. 2.5 
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I---~j 
model no. 

geometric 

data 

nameS 
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out 
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CHECK MOUSE 1.3 

from 1 Bet In 
menu 

INITIALISE 
MOUSE 

1.3.1 

call abBolute 

SET ARROW 

READ 
MOUSE 

1.3.2 

1.3.3 

el.8 
click X.Y 

CHECK 
KEY PRESS 

POSITION 
1.3.4 

to menu choice 
out 
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To screen laver 

out Q 

MENU CHOICE 1.4 

from 
check In 
mousa 

CALCULATE 
CHOICE No. 

, .4. , 

No. 

BRANCH 

SET MENU2 
1.4.3 

CALCULATE 
CHOICE 2nd 

, .4.4 

choIce 

x.v 

Machine 

Material 

Tool 

BRAN CH 2 To set menu 

To 
Raplay 

out 

, .4.5 
Q out 

To Show data 

out 
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CHOICE 2nd 
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Mat No. to load 
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out 
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LOAD ACTUATOR CONSTRAINTS 1.5 

MACHINE LIBRARY 

model Iial 

major axis 

Incremenl 

minor axis 

co. I, ve I 0 cit y 

axla conlrol chaco 

Geometric data 

malerlal list 

Ilart POIX, pOlY 

width, thickness 

lenglh, coal 

mat. 

GET DATA Raw-malerlal Iype 
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In 

line coordinates X1,X2,Y1,Y2 

In Ie rae I Ion pol n te 

alart P08X, p08Y 

no. IInel20/30 

axis range 

Axis data 

tool type 

In 

MACHINE LIBRARY 
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SHOW DATA 1.11 

AXIS LIST 

From menu choice 

GET AXIS ZERO COUNTER In 

CHARACTER t<>---; FILES 1.11.1 
1.11.2 

1.11.3 

LOAD NO. MODEL LIBRARY 
MODELS step Inc.J 

I 1 / axle velocity 

r-I CHECK A~~~1.41 .!INDEX USAGE 
'l 1.11.5 

next mode' 
till all axis check 

STORE DATA 
1.11.6 

1 
USAGE 

'-- INDEX DURATION AXIS TYPE 
1.11.7 

/ DIRECTION 

DURAT ION STEP INC 

CALCULATORS MODEL NO. 
1.11.8 

out 

To menu choice 
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Appendix Dl CNC code 

As no standard has emerged yet for NC format for a blanking and forming machine 

[61] the code structure for a turning centre is augmented with user M codes to control 

the machine. 

Motor Driven Offset Slide 

Pneumatic Force Axis 

Figure 01.1 Axis definition 

Each tool actuator on the Carr P95 experimental forming machine can index the tool 

in two directions. As shown in figure (Dl.l), the tool offset axis (Z) is motor driven 

and the main force axis (X) is pneumatically driven. Both pneumatic and motor 

driven axes are controlled in terms of position through a transputer based controller. 

The movement code for an CNC turning centre is GS4. The controller moves the 

axis in terms of incremental steps and not through absolute coordinates (point to 

point). Absolute and incremental coordinates are differentiated by the use of G90 for 

absolute and G91 for incremental motion [62]. Thus to move the offset axis by 20mm 

and the force axis by lOOmm the NC code looks like this:-

G91 
G54XlOOZ20 

"T" codes are used to call the tools and the tooling offset, so that before supplying 

motion information the appropriate tool must be loaded on to the force actuator, thus 

the NC code becomes:-
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G91 
TlOO 
G54XI00Z20 

Unlike a conventional turning centre, the forming machine has up to 10 actuators, 

each of which has X and Z motion, thus a means of defining which actuator is to be 

moved is required. NC code has the means to define user specific code, such as 

"USERCM" in Unigraphics. The letter "U" has been chosen as the delineator for this 

function. The U code is followed by a number which defines the actuator type, thus 

the code becomes:-

G9l 
UOl 
TlOO 
G54XlOOZ20 

Axis feed rate is not yet controlled by the user so "F" feed rate codes have not been 

included. The machine only works in metric units thus no code is required to define 

this. Prior to starting a run the actuators must be at their start or home position as 

they would be in the simulation, thus a set of initialisation codes are required at the 

start of the program. 

The G53 code is another motion control code, but is used for moving to safe or home 

positions, thus if we have three actuators then the initialisation code looks like:

G90 
UOl 
G53XOZO 
U02 
G53XOZO 
U03 
G53XOZO 
MOO 

The M code stands for miscellaneous and in this case means program stop. 
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A full listing of the NC code required to manufacture the clip shown in appendix A5 

NOOIO G90 
N0020 UOI 
N0030 G53XOZO 
N0040 U02 
N0050 G53XOZO 
N0060 U03 
N0070 G53XOZO 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.J 

N0080 G91 I 

Set tools at home position 

NOO90 UOl I _ Set incremental, Select tool, Move XZ 
NOlOO TlOO I 
NOIIO G54XlOOZ20 .J 
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Appendix D2 Setting data sheet 

SET REQUEST FORM 
REQUESTED BY : . - DATE REQUEST 01/10/92 .. 

a _ 

~/1 0/92 RECEIVED BY DATE REQUIRED' 
, , 

PART NO . ". -- SET DURATION 

TOOL LIST ACTUATOR LIST MACHINE 

FH34092 AP150L TYPE : Bihler 

FH34192 AP150L NO 7 

FH34292 AP150L CAPACITY' 
,. . 

.... \... ,II 

JHS4392 IE60 PART SKETCH 

~~ 
LAY OUT 

IIod"IIOf fII •• AP110l 

' ... " ..... Me. 'UOl 

T •• , No. F'H,.o" 
All 'I '" ... " --
~ ··········11 .. ' 

... ".Ior No. ... , .... 

8>~-T' .. · .... IiIII. lElOL 
Aelu.or No. IUO 

'" _ Tr.w.r •• No. 
Tool No. 'H". •• 2 

~ 
~ --An ,. ,., Tool No. .,IH34392 

An I, 0 
0'0. • Olla, 0 

-'1""" 

Act"elor No. APUOL 

TrIVOf •• No. TUOL 

Tool No. fH3USl2 

A~~. ,. 
0' ,. 
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Appendix D3 Scheduling and stock control data sheet 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
o 

.---.--~-----

GENERAL 

�cCU'--'-'S--T--°--M.;cE--R-----_+--------'O TRW NO o 
rC~U~S~T~02M~E~R __ N~O~ ___ _+--------0~IFTXNO _____ ____________ O~I 

loD:.oE:::S:;:C::..:R:.:.IP..:.Ti"'O:.:.N'--____ -l-________ O"'IFINISH 

ANNUAL OUANTITY 0 BATCH SIZE 

MACHINE MATERIAL 

o 
o 

1:---Pp--::"--/~'--;:...:~:::I~:;oEN--:--IM:...:E=--------_I=~=~--=-=- __ _ ~ ::~1s~LQ~R - i __ =-~ 
CAPACITY -------.- ~~NK LENGT;:~------ -=r 000 

t-P-A-C-K-O-U-A-N-T-ITY---P-A-:C~K.,..I~--:'G-_-_-_-~'_--'_-_-_-_-2-i~~:~~;~~~Q;'~ '= -=-~=---, ---~: 
CARTON TYPE 0 PRICE/KG 

MANUFACTURING 

M/C f::l9URS/'()O~ __ I TOTAL 

-I 
---- ---~~~~ 1 ~~: 
--------~~--------~I--

I 0.000 

I 

FINISHING 

o 0.0 

MATL COST/l000 J 
------'---- ------------

o 

- ---------:-------------- £O~------~O;----------_4 
PRICE/KG 

o LEAD TIME Weeks 

STD COST 
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Appendix El Calculation of computational requirements 

E1.l Designers speed requirement 

A number of design students were given a plastic flexi-curve ruler and asked to form 

a 90° bend by applying an end load. The time of these operations were recorded 

and produced an average time of 1.38 seconds. This time was proposed to a 

designer, who agreed that this was a suitable time both in respects of maintaining 

interest and also monitoring accuracy of the bend. 

Such a 90° bend can be represented in a single operation, however the DMS approach 

requires the designer to see the effects of his actions on the material so the bend must 

be segmented into a number of steps. The size of these steps is dependent on the 

accuracy to which the designer has to work. In the case of clip design, this is in the 

order of +/- 1 mm, thus the smallest end deflection of the material during bending 

has to be in these steps. 

Typically the length of a clip feature is in the range of 5 to 20 mm. Taking the 

worse case of 20 mm lever, which is to be bent through 90° in deflection increments 

of 1 mm, the total length of arc travelled is 31.4 mm. This would require 32 steps 

if the design is to remain in tolerance. Thus to form 90° bend in 1.38 seconds, a step 

processing time of 0.031 seconds is required. 

Figure El.l A dutch bend 
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To establish the number of elements required to represent clip features, the Dutch 

bend (180°) figure ELI, was chosen as the worst case. 

In order to form such a bend, the maximum length of the finite elements used to 

model it is defined by the material thickness. Typical thickness of clip material is in 

the range of 0.7 mm to 3 mm, thus to model a 20 mm length of the thinnest material 

would require 29 elements. However this 20mm length only represents one typical 

bend feature and a clip would be constructed from 2 to 8 of these features. In order 

to represent the entire clip as a 2D finite element model with a length of 80 mm, 114 

elements would be required .. 

The processing requirements were, therefore, established as processing 100 elements 

in .03 seconds. The FE package described in appendix E2 running compiled on a 

386 33Mhz PC, took 2.23 seconds to calculate 100 elements. Thus there was a 

requirement to speed up the processing by 74.33 times. 

E1.2 additional requirements of a 3D version 

A 3D version of the finite element engine would require 3D elements such as plates, 

the 2D combined beam rod element is represented by a 6*6 matrix whereas a plate 

element is represented by a 12*12 matrix. Using the same approach as used to 

determine the number of elements, the width of a typical clip is up to 20mm which 

would require 28 elements. Thus multiplying the elements required to model the 

width, 28 by those required to represent the length, 100, then 2800 elements are 

required each of which will take twice as long to compute. A 3D version would thus 

require 86 times more processing power. 
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Appendix E2 Describing the FE engine 

A two dimensional solution to the problem of material modelling was chosen in order 

to allow us to explore the capability of the DMS system, to allow us to explore the 

approach without the time and processing burden of a 3D version. Figure E2.1 

shows the data flow diagram of the FE engine. 

Element constraints File 

~ ~ 
Load nodal constraints Calculate nodal 

& positions 1 displacement 
16 

Calculate element 
, 

length 2 
Back-substitution 15 

, 
I Triangulation 

Calculate 14 

AE&EI 3 J 

Cal~ate element 
Assemble in global 
Stiffness matrix mclination 13 

COS a SIN a 4 
1 

Assemble element 
Assemble geometric 

element stiffness 
stiffness trix martix ma 5 12 

I 

Assemble global Calculate element 

Stiffness matrix 6 
force 

11 

I 1 
Fix nodes 7 Back-substitution 10 

I I 
Assemble load 

Triangulation 9 

vector 
8 I 

Figure E2.1 FE engines data flow diagram 
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Elements 1 to 10 perform the finite element analysis, of which 1 to 8 represent the 

assemble, of the problem structure in the form of simultaneous equations. Elements 

9 and 10 represent solution by Gaussian elimination. Elements 11 to 16 perform the 

geometric compensation task, consisting of a matrix assembly and a solution task. 

The FE package is based on a combined beam/rod element. This was chosen because 

it represents nodal deflections in the x and y axis, rotation about the z plane and 

allows both axial and perpendicular loads to be applied. A derivation of the beam 

element and a rod elemental stiffness matrix can be found in Ross [10]. These 

matrices were added together to form the combined beamlrod element, which is 

symmetrical about the diagonal, shown in figure E2.2 in global coordinates. Were:

U and V = global node displacements; e = nodal rotation 

L = element length; E = modulus of elasticity A = cross-sectional area 

I = second moment of area [KDRl = stiffness matrix 

f SI -fel 41 

o 
V; 

tsl - t CI 21 -tsl f CI 41 e~ 
-

= elemental stiffness matrix for a combined beam rod 

Figure E2.2 Beam/Rod elemental stiffness matrix 

c = cos oc; S = sin oc; oc = angle of inclination of element. 

Subsequent elemental stiffness matrices are summed together at their common nodes 
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to form the global stiffness matrix, which represents the structure of the problem, 

shown in figure E2.3. 

if! ~ eO 
! 

UO 
2 v: eO 

2 

~S2 u~ S 

6 6 2 
0 

-""5"" cs sC v; 

L L 2L2 eO 
~GJ=E lOS - lOC IT ! 

_ 6 S2 L ~S2 u: L 6CS - lOS ""5 ~ 5 

ics 6d L 6 6d 
VO 

s y 10C --rCS 2 y 

L L L2 L L 2L 2 eO 
lOS --C - lOS 10C 10 . 30 IT 2 

Figure E2. 4 Elemental geometrical stiffness matrix 

The force displacement relationship of the structure is represented in matrix notation; 

where {Ui} = vector of displacements and {Pi} = vector of applied loads 

[KoHUi} = {Pi} (E2.1) 

Equation (E2.1) is solved by applying a modified form of Gaussian elimination using 

triangulation followed by backsubstitution to produce the resultant nodal deflections 

and rotations. 

In our solution we consider only half the band and rotate it to form a rectangular 

matrix. Thus the width of the matrix is equal to the width of the elemental stiffness 

matrix, (6), and not the width of the global stiffness matrix. 
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Geometric compensation is required in cases of large deflections where conventional 

beam theory no longer applies, (eg in axially loaded struts which suffer from elastic 

instability of struts). In matrix form, the elemental geometric compensation is 

represented as [Ka], shown in figure E2.4 and is derived From Ross [10]. 

Figure E2.3 Global stiffness matrix 

This geometric compensation matrix is added to the global sti ffness matrix and then 

solved as described above to produce the corrected nodal displacements. 

[K] = [Kol + [KG] (E2.2) 

However, as shown in figure E2.4, the combined matrix cannot be solved until the 

force within the elements is determined. This force is derived from the nodal 

displacement, calculated from the stiffness matrix as shown below where; 

Uj = axial displacement the j node; Ui = axial displacement of the i node 

F = element axial force 
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[F] = AE/L [Uj - Ui] (E2.3) 

The method of solution of the combined matrix is an incremental one. The applied 

load is increased in small incremental steps and the effect of geometric non-linearity 

is calculated and summed at each stage as shown below:-

Step 1 {U1} = [Koa-1{P1} 

Step 2 Calculate [Ftl 

[K1] = [Kotl + [KOI] 

{U2} = {U1} + [K1l1{P1} 

Step 3 Calculate [F2] 

[K21 = [Km] + [K(]2] 

{U3} = {U3} + [K2l l {P2} 

This is sequence is continued to step n when the required load is achieved. 
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